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Abstract 

Microporous materials have received much attention and offer new opportunities in 

electrochemistry because of their interesting properties. Compared with the corresponding 

nonporous materials, the highly porous structure may facilitate internal mass transport process, 

provide accessibility to binding sites and provide size selectivity. A new class of microporous 

materials, polymers of intrinsic microporosity (PIMs) emerged about ten years ago. They 

combine the microporosity generated from the rigid and contorted backbones and the 

processibility of linear molecular polymers, which make them particularly attractive for the 

applications in gas storage, membrane separations and also in electrochemistry. PIM-EA-TB 

containing ethanoanthracene (EA) and Tröger’s base (TB) is one of the most interesting PIMs 

and has a high BET surface area around 1000 m2 g-1. Most of the work in this thesis are based 

on PIM-EA-TB. Results chapters focus on catalysis in PIM films, ion flux in free-standing PIM 

membranes and carbonization of PIM-EA-TB. 

 

Electrochemical oxidation of glucose is important due to the practical applications in glucose 

sensing and in biological fuel cells. However, the practical application of many catalysts is 

limited by the poisoning by interferences such as proteins and chloride. Here, PIM-EA-TB was 

spin-coated onto the surface of supported gold nanoparticles to protect the catalysts from 

poisoning. It was demonstrated that the PIM-EA-TB film would not negatively affect the 

catalytic performance of gold nanoparticles for glucose oxidation.  Also, it provided effective 

protection against protein poisoning because of its rigid backbone and rigid molecular structure 

preventing protein access. Chloride poisoning was reduced but not surpressed. 

 

In addition to nanoparticle catalysts, water-insoluble molecular catalysts were investigated.  

PIM-EA-TB was used as a rigid host for model catalyst, tetraphenylporphyrin (FeTPP). FeTPP 

was immobilised in the PIM-EA-TB film and then deposited on the electrode to create a high 

density heterogenised catalysts. Different compositions of PIM and FeTPP and different 

scanrates were investigated to reveal the catalytic mechanism. The PIM hosted FeTPP catalysts 

showed facile electron transfer and effective electrocatalytic reduction of oxygen and peroxide. 

The 4-(3-phenyl-propyl)-pyridine was applied to the PIM-FeTPP film to give an organogel in 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tetraphenylporphyrin
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order to investigate the liquid-liquid interface. The PIM immobilisation method could offer a 

new opportunity to the immobilisation of a wide range of the molecular catalysts. 

 

The understanding of transport processes in PIM-EA-TB membranes is important for the 

development of further applications in the electrochemistry. Different types of anions were 

investigated to see the anion uptake and charge transport in PIM-EA-TB films. Three cases 

were investigated, including the oxidation of ferrocene, the reduction of protons and the 

transport of anions and protons in the PIM-EA-TB thick films. In all three cases, the diameter 

and hydrophobicity of anions are important in the competing effects. The pKa of PIM-EA-TB 

was determined and novel ionic diode effects were observed.  

 

Nanofluidic devices are used to regulate the flow of ions to one preferential direction and they 

have great importance because of the similarity to biological ion channels and the application 

in biochemical fields. PIMs were explored to the possibility to establish an artificial ion channel 

with the gate function. A thin film preparative method was introduced to produce thin free-

standing polymer films. The 300 nm PIM-EA-TB films supported on a poly-ethylene-

terephthalate (PET) film with a 20 m diameter microhole exhibited ionic diode behaviour. 

Only when the cation and anion had different mobility, the current rectification effects were 

observed. Different pH values of the electrolyte were also investigated and resulted in a gradual 

change in rectification effects.  

 

Porous carbon materials have wide applications in different fields such as gas separation, 

water purification, catalyst supports, and fuel cells. One of the common methods to produce 

the porous carbon is the carbonization of polymers. However, the challenge is that it is difficult 

to control the pore size and pore distribution. PIM-EA-TB was carbonized at 500 °C in vacuum 

to produce a novel type of microporous carbon.  The microporosity and morphology of the 

PIM precursor remained after carbonization. The new material exhibited relatively low 

electrical conductivity and low activity in the electrochemical oxygen reduction.  The 

capacitance of the new carbon material was investigated and found to vary with pH depending 

on the protonation status of micropores. 

 

javascript:popupOBO('CMO:0002231','B311541K')
javascript:popupOBO('CHEBI:35223','B311541K','http://www.ebi.ac.uk/chebi/searchId.do?chebiId=35223')
javascript:popupOBO('CHEBI:33292','B311541K','http://www.ebi.ac.uk/chebi/searchId.do?chebiId=33292')
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Finally, the carbonized PIM films were used to control the formation of platinum nanoparticles. 

Platinum nanoparticles are important catalysts in many areas but may suffer from high costs 

and lack of reproducibility. Therefore, it is important to reduce the amount of platinum, 

increase the utilization of platinum as well as control the particle size. The carbonized PIM 

films still have the microporosity and offer an ideal substrate for platinum nanoparticles. The 

platinum nanoparticles were formed at the same time with the carbonization of PIM, which 

helped to control the size of platinum nanoparticles. Compared with bare platinum, the 

platinum nanoparticles produced by PIM-EA-TB showed a high electrochemically active 

surface area and good catalytic performances for oxygen reduction, methanol oxidation and 

glucose oxidation. Much less platinum (1μg per cm2) was needed to achieve the same catalytic 

performance compared to the bulk platinum. 
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Aims 

The aims of this thesis are: 

 To investigate new applications of PIM-EA-TB in electrochemistry. The PIM-EA-TB film 

will be introduced into electrocatalytic system to explore catalyst stabilization, reactivity and 

poisoning. Different factors will be investigated and a model will be proposed to provide 

further insight into the effect of the PIM-EA-TB on the electrochemical mechanism. 

 

 To provide a good substrate for water-insoluble molecular catalysts in aqueous solution. The 

composition and catalyst loading will be optimised to obtain good catalytic performance. 

This approach could facilitate the investigation of water-insoluble molecular catalysts for 

aqueous catalysis. 

 

 To investigate the transport of anions and charge in the PIM-EA-TB films. Different types of 

electrolyte in three cases will be investigated to understand the transport mechanism. New 

experiments will be introduced to study the ionic diode effect of thick PIM-EA-TB 

membranes.  

 

 To investigate the ionic diode effects of PIM-EA-TB thin membranes supported on the PET 

film with a single microhole. Different electrolyte solutions will be investigated on both sides 

of the membrane and a possible diode mechanism will be proposed. 

 

 To produce a high surface area carbon material via vacuum carbonization of PIM-EA-TB. 

The carbon material will be characterized using a variety of techniques to determine its 

composition and morphology. The capacitance, conductivity and electrocatalytic activity of 

this material will also be investigated for further application. 

 

 To develop a novel and simple method to produce high utilization metal nanoparticles 

catalysts based on PIM-EA-TB carbonization. The electrochemically active surface area and 

catalytic mass activity for platinum nanoparticles will be investigated compared with bare 

platinum. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction to Polymers of Intrinsic 

Microporosity (PIMs) 

Chapter Abstract 

New microporous materials have received considerable attention and may find wide ranges of 

applications in the long term. One of the emerging classes of microporous materials is a 

polymer-based organic material named polymer of intrinsic microporosity (PIM), which was 

first reported about ten years ago. PIMs possess the common properties of both conventional 

microporous materials and polymers, hence exhibit remarkable processibility and 

performances in various fields such as gas separation, gas storage, and catalysis. This chapter 

gives an overview of recent research developments with PIMs mainly regarding the 

classification and the applications of PIMs. One type of important PIM, PIM-EA-TB, which 

was synthesised by combining ethanoanthracene (EA) and a Tröger’s base (TB), is highlighted 

due to its outstanding properties. PIMs offers a practical approach for the investigation of the 

relationship between performance and chemical structure including the pore design. The 

structural diversity of PIMs, which can be simply expanded by the choice of monomers and 

reaction conditions, remains largely unexplored and should have huge potential in future 

technologies. 
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1.1 Introduction  

Microporous materials contain interconnected pores of dimensions < 2 nm and are of great 

importance as heterogeneous catalysts and adsorbents1 due to their large and accessible surface 

area (typically 300-2000 m2 g-1 as measured by gas adsorption). Conventional microporous 

materials include two main classes, crystalline inorganic frameworks (e.g., zeolites) and 

amorphous network structure (e.g., activated carbon)2,3. It has attracted much interests to 

synthesis the entirely novel microporous materials because of their wide potential for 

applications.  

 

Particular interest has been focused on the construction of microporous materials from organic 

components, because organic-based materials allow precise control over the chemical structure, 

including the specific molecular sites and also the pore properties. It facilitates the investigation 

of the relationship between the structure and properties and then improve the synthesis of 

materials4. The past decade has seen great advances in organic porous materials, such as 

Yaghi’s metal organic frameworks (MOFs)5–7and the structurally related purely organic 

covalent organic frameworks (COFs)8,9that mimic the structure of zeolites.  

 

A novel class of high-free volume polymers termed polymers of intrinsic microporosity (PIMs) 

were first reported by Budd and McKeown in 20043,10. It is this type of microporous organic 

materials that mimic amorphous structures of activated carbons, but in contrast to carbon, they 

are chemically well defined. In general, most polymers do not display classical microporisity 

because they have sufficient conformational flexibility to pack space efficiently and minimize 

the amount of void space. However, the PIMs exhibit large surface area of 500-1730 m2 g-1 

because of ladder-like rigid and contorted backbones11. The microporosity is termed intrinsic 

because it is solely generated from the molecular structure and is not dependent on the thermal 

or processing history of the materials. The surface areas of these polymers can maintain for a 

long period of time (>1 year) under ambient conditions and no significant change happens 

when they were heated to below their decomposition temperature (300 ℃ for 24 h)4. As long 

as the molecular structure of the polymers did not change, its intrinsic microporosity could be 

kept the same. PIMs have found wide applications in fields such as gas separation, gas storage 

and catalysis since reported, therefore the synthesis and application of PIMs has become a 

major research area in the past decade. 
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1.2 Classification of Polymer of Intrinsic Microporisty 

1.2.1 Network PIM 

Activated carbons are network polymers consisted of randomly arranged, inter-linked graphene 

sheets produced by carbonization of raw materials. The surface of activated carbons is usually 

chemically ill-defined with different sub-groups because of the complex nature of the source 

materials, which limit its applications for chemo-selective processes. Furthermore, it’s difficult 

to control the pore size and pore shape of the activated carbon. Most of activated carbons 

possess a wide distribution of pore sizes ranging from microporous to mesoporous (2-50 nm) 

to macroporous (>50 nm)4. Therefore, it inspires the preparation of network polymers which 

combine the amorphous microporous structure and the well-defined surface chemistries.  

 

Transient metal phthalocyanine-containing polymers are useful because of oxidative catalysis 

and microporous phthalocyanine network polymers was desired to be prepared. It is difficult 

to ensure the microporosity because of the strong non-covalent π-π interactions between the 

aromatic components12. Therefore, highly rigid and nonlinear linking groups are introduced to 

connect the phthalocyanine units to prevent aggregation and loss of microporosity. 

Commercially available 5,5′,6,6′-tetra-hydroxy-3, 3, 3′, 3′-tetramethyl-1, 1′-spirobisindane 

(monomer A1-Scheme 1.1) was selected as the linking group to ensure inefficient packing and 

give an amorphous microporous structure. 

 

Except the phthalocyanine-based network polymer of intrinsic microporosity (Pc-Network-

PIMs), other rigid structures, for example porphyrins were considered as a suitable unit13 to 

make network PIMs. Rigid linking groups were introduced between Monomer A1 and B1 

(Scheme 1.1) by the efficient dioxane-forming reaction to prepare porous network-PIMs. The 

dioxane formation reaction offers a general way to synthesis PIMs from appropriate rigid 

monomers (e.g. A1-A6) and aromatic monomers (e.g.B1-B6) as shown in Scheme 1.1 and 

Table 1.1. 
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Scheme 1.1 Synthesis and properties of PIMs. Reagents and conditions, i. MonomerA, Monomer B, K2CO3, 

DMF4 

Table1.1 Synthesis and properties of PIMs. Reagents and conditions, i.MonomerA, Monomer B, K2CO3, DMF4 

 

 

1.2.2 Non-network PIM 

Non-network PIMs is usually linear and lack of cross-linking, so they could be soluble or 

forming gels in common organic solvents, which provides a significant advantages over 

network PIMs. The average molecular mass of the soluble PIMs are relatively low and has 

fewer repeating units, which is also helpful for dissolving in solutions. Therefore, the 

techniques for conventional polymers and one for microporous materials can be combined. 
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Robust, free standing membranes of high surface area can be prepared by simply casting from 

solution (Fig.1.1), which would greatly facilitate a range of potential applications such as gas 

separation3,10. The films are transparent, suggesting a wide band gap of the materials and 

therefore PIMs are electrically insulating. Generally, non-network polymers are not 

microporous, because of lack of robust network structure to maintain the microporosity. The 

backbones tend to bend and twist to maximise intermolecular interactions and to pack space 

efficiently13. However, some molecules are quite rigid, for instance possessing a chiral centre, 

they can have free volume themselves. When the free volume increased to some extent and is 

effectively interconnected, the polymer will probably have similar properties like network 

polymers in terms of microporosity. 

 

Figure. 1.1 Flexible and transparent PIM-1 film14 

 

It was found that a ‘site of contortion’ (e.g. A1, A3, B7 or B8 in scheme 1), either a spiro-

center, a single-covalent or a non-planar rigid skeleton is a necessary in at least one of the two 

precursor monomers to ensure a microporous resulting polymer. The first non-network soluble 

PIM was synthesised by Budd and Neil in 20033,10, which is termed PIM-1(Fig. 1.2b) later. 

Dibenzodioxane formation reaction was selected between the commercial available bis-

catechol 5,5’,6,6’-tetrahydroxy-3,3,3’,3’-tetramethyl-1,1’-spirobisindane (A1) and 2,3,5,6-

tetrafluroro-terephthalonitrile (B4) (Fig.1.2a), which has been successfully applied in network 

PIMs synthesis. A1 contains the spiro-center and provides the site of contortion to generate the 

microporosity. It has high molecular weight (Mw=140000 g mol-1) and high surface area (600-

900 m2 g-1)3according to low-temperature N2 adsorption-desorption analysis. PIM-1 can be 

casted to a yellow transparent free-standing film and exhibits strong fluorescence. Following 

PIM-1, PIM 2-6 were synthesised also by dibenzodioxane formation reaction. Except PIM-6, 

which is soluble only in acidic solvents (e.g. TFA), the polymers all have good solubility in 
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polar aprotic solvents (e.g. THF, DMAc).Another reported PIM with good properties is PIM-

72(Fig.1.3, from monomers A1 and B8), which is suitable for gas separation because of its high 

permeability and maintaining selectivity. 

 

 

Figure. 1.2. (a) Synthesis of PIM-1,i) regents and conditions: K2CO3, DMF, 50-70℃ (b) A molecular model of 

PIM4 

 

 

Figure 1.3. molecular structure of PIM-72 

 

The linear PIMs demonstrates that network is not a necessity to generate and maintain the 

microporosity within polymers. The molecular structure of these PIMs is quite rigid, just like 

a ladder, so the freedom along the polymers backbones is low to prevent efficient space packing 

and polymers will not collapse to non-porous solid. 
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1.2.3 Modification of PIMs 

1.2.3.1 PIMs with substituted groups 

There are two key factors that are generally required to ensure the intrinsic microporosity, one 

is the rigid ladder aromatic chain structure and the other is a contorted site to prevent free 

packing of the backbone. Up to now, there are only three common chemical reactions 

developed to prepare PIMs, dibenzodioxane-forming reaction, imidization and amidization15. 

Also, only several monomers are suitable to prepare the PIMs to make sure the porous structure. 

Therefore, the synthesis and investigation of PIMs are quite limited. In alternative to designing 

of new monomers and reactions, post-modification would be a good way to prepare structurally 

new PIM materials and lead to new properties16. One of the useful post-modification method 

is to introduce different substituted groups to PIMs. 

 

Some work has been done to synthesise the functionalized PIMs, especially based on the nitrile 

groups on PIM-1, the most well-known and reported PIM-type material (Fig.1.2). PIM-1 can 

be modified to provide a polymer substituted with tetrazole group (TZ-PIM) and then further 

converted to a new PIM substituted with methyl tetrazole group (MTZ-PIM) (Fig.1.4). After 

modification, the TZ-PIM and MTZ-PIM have improved solubility in non-protic and protic 

solvents than PIM-1. Also, the new PIMs after modification show higher gas selectivity 

although decrease in gas permeability17,18. There are several ways to modify PIM-1. For 

instance, carboxylated PIMs (Fig 1.5) membranes have been prepared by simply in situ 

hydrolysis of the nitrile groups of PIM-1 films19,20.All carboxylated-PIM membranes possess 

good mechanical properties and thermal stabilities while showing evident decreases in gas 

permeability and obvious increases in gas pair selectivity. These work demonstrate that it is a 

good way to change properties significantly by post modification of PIMs. It expands the 

spectrum of PIM material and also helps to better understand the relationship between the 

molecular structures and pores21,22. 

 

Figure 1.4. Reaction scheme for conversion from PIM-1 to MTZ-PIM8D18 
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Figure 1.5. Reaction scheme for hydrolysis of PIM-119 

 

1.2.3.2 Cross-linked PIM 

Cross-linking methods have been introduced into PIM membranes to improve the properties 

and generate new materials (Fig.1.6). First, A UV-cross-linking approach was proposed by the 

researchers23 to tighten the backbone chains and reduce the internal spaces. PIM-1 were 

thermally cross-linked in the nitrile groups site, which leads to increase in porosity of 

polymers24. Another example of thermal cross-linking is after thermal decarboxylation of 

membranes derived from carboxylated PIMs (C-PIMs), the phenyl radicals can be cross-linked 

by thermal or radical reaction25. Cross-linking methods usually lead to higher structural 

stability. 

 

Figure 1.6. Cross-linked PIMs: (a) thermally self-cross-linked PIMs, (b) decarboxylation-induced cross-

linked PIMs and (c) UV-rearranged PIMs11 
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1.2.3.3 Other modification methods 

Several other modification methods have been developed to improve the properties of PIMs. 

A series of microporous polyimides are prepared, which are called PIM-PIs18,26. They 

combines the microporisity of PIMs and advanced physical properties of polyimides and 

demonstrated outstanding stability, solubility as well as permeability compared with 

conventional polyimide. In addition, PIMs can be mixed with other organic and inorganic 

materials to form polymer blend, such as zoolites, silica nanoparticles and so on27.  For example, 

PIM-1 was selected to blend with commercially available Matrimid and demonstrate good 

thermal stability28. Different parameters including ratio of two compounds were investigated 

and compared for properties29. After that, further cross-linking were introduced to the PIM-1 

blend membranes to improve the properties. 

 

1.3 Applications of Polymers of Intrinsic Microporisity 

 Gas Permeation and Separation 

Gas permeation and separation have long been an important research field because of the 

increasing commercial potential in which developing better materials are important. A variety 

of polymers have been prepared as gas separation membranes, but only a few succeeded in 

commercial application. Except the mechanical strength, a membrane material should have 

good permeability as well as good selectivity to separate different gases. However, the 

selectivity and permeability is a trade-off behaviour and can be demonstrated by a double 

logarithmic plot. Usually, polymers that have high permeability will possess relatively low 

selectivity. Robeson came up with the idea of upper bound30,31 in the plot to quantify this trade-

off empirically.  Materials lie near to or exceed the upper bound line usually possess better 

performance for the gas separation. PIMs were investigated for the gas separation and show 

high gas permeation due to the high surface area. In addition, PIM-1 and PIM-7 for 

example3show better selectivity than other polymers of similar permeability and significantly 

exceed Robeson’s upper bound plot for several commercially important gas pairs including 

O2/N2 and CO2/CH4 and H2/N2.  

 

The polymers above the upper bound usually have twisted backbones to frustrate efficient 

packing. In contrast, rubbery polymers with flexible backbones usually lie well below upper 
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bound. A theory has been developed by Freedom32 that a stiff backbone to interfere rotation 

freedom is an important design principle for polymers to achieve good gas separation properties. 

PIMs were prepared strictly following this principle, hence PIMs are better than hundreds of 

polymers in terms of gas permeation and separation. 

 

 Adsorption of Organics and Sensing 

It is unsurprising that PIMs is suitable in organics adsorption because of their high accessible 

surface area. The 5,6,11,12,17,18-hexaazatrinapthylene (Hatn) based network PIM and PcCo-

network-PIM4 were synthesised  and demonstrated to effectively adsorb phenol from aqueous 

solution33. Also, it can be used to remove the low concentration of phenol from water. The 

performance of these PIMs are comparable with activated carbons. In addition, PIMs could not 

adsorb dyes in big size from aqueous solution, which indicates the interesting size-selectivity 

effects of PIMs due to their narrow pore size distribution.   

 

The removal of organics from water can also be achieved by PIM-1 and PIM-7 membranes by 

pervaporation. For instance, the phenol permeate through the PIM membrane as a vapour and 

then was condensed and collected. PIM-1 membrane is strongly organophilic and can 

accumulate phenol up to tenfold in the permeate10.  

 

A range of polymers have been investigated to detect the organic vapours in sensor construction 

to ensure proper safety. Sensors with PIM-1 layer can respond at low concentration, down to 

ppm levels to a wide variety of organic vapours.  This can be attributed to the large surface 

area caused by microporosity, strong organophilic property and also the changes in the physic 

thickness of PIM-1 membrane swelling in organic solutions34. Based on this observation, Peter 

Budd, Neil Mckeown together with 3M company invented a visual indicator using PIM-1 film 

to help determine the time needed to change an organic vapour filter, which has become a 

commercial product now. When the amount of vapours collected by PIM exceeds a specified 

minimum indication level, the colour will change, indicating the end of service life for organic 

filters. 
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1.3.3 Heterogeneous Catalysis 

The transient metal centre containing Network-PIMs have already been investigated for 

heterogeneous catalysis. Compared to a non-porous low molecular weight cobalt 

phthalocyanine, Cobalt-containing phthalocyanine PIM has been demonstrated to increase the 

rate of hydrogen peroxide degradation greatly13. 

 

In addition, certain ligands in the PIMs are capable of coordinating with metal ions to form a 

complex. For example, by exposing to a palladium solution, HATN-based network PIM will 

form a highly coloured material with a high loading of palladium.  The intrinsic microporosity 

are retained after coordination. This material are able to catalyse the Suzuki coupling reaction 

effectively and more stable compared to the standard homogeneous Pd(Ph3)4 catalysts4. These 

metal ion coordination could be useful to catalysis and inspire the attempt to fabricate reactive 

membranes. 

 

1.3.4 H2 Storage 

Hydrogen is a clean energy source with high chemical energy density (three times that of 

petrol), which provides an ideal alternative to replace the traditional fossil fuels35. However, 

the widespread use of hydrogen is frustrated by the lack of a safe and efficient storage method35. 

Besides compressing hydrogen, an attractive possibility is physisorption on the internal surface 

of microporous materials under moderate pressure (< 70 bar)36,37.  Up to now, a variety of 

porous materials, such as carbon nanotubes and MOFs, have been investigated to this 

application and showed indeed promising hydrogen storage capacities38. However, it needs to 

be mentioned that there is still no material that are able to meet the requirement for a practical 

H2 storage system nowadays. 

 

Hence, it is an urgent and important task to design the materials with better hydrogen storage 

properties. High surface area microporous polymers have gained more and more attention as 

hydrogen sorption materials because they are only composed of relatively light elements (e.g., 

C, H, N, O)39. A range of PIMs were studied for the adsorption of H2 using two different 

techniques, volumetric measurements and gravimetric measurements40,41.It shows that the two 

methods have good agreement and H2 sorption measurements were reversible. Several PIMs 
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showed a significant quantities of H2 adsorption at relatively low pressures and reach the 

plateau at less than 10 bar pressure. Among these investigated PIMs, the triptycene-based 

polymer (Trip-PIM) performed the best for H2 adsorption (1.6% , by mass at 1 bar and 2.7% at 

10 bar)42.These data are comparable with the best example of zeolites43 and MOF44. Also, it is 

demonstrated that the small micropores (ultramicropores) dominate the H2 adsorption45. Based 

on preliminary results, only when a PIM pocessing a surface area larger than 2500 m2 g-1 with 

an ultramicroporous structure is possible to obtain practical hydrogen storage. Therefore, much 

efforts need to be devoted to the development of the appropriate molecular components of 

PIMs. 

 

There are many other valuable applications of the porous polymers, including supports for 

catalysts46–49, precursors of nanostructured carbon materials50–52, encapsulation agents for 

controlled drugs release53,54, templates for synthesis 55–57 and so on. Therefore, PIMs can be 

investigated for the applications above. What I am interested in is the application of PIMs in 

electrochemistry. The PIMs have good potential in electrochemistry for several reasons. First, 

the miroporous structure provides the accessibility to the binding sites to immobilize various 

molecules, for example, catalysts, which may improve the performance of electrocatalysts. 

Moreover, compared with the corresponding nonporous materials, the highly porous property 

may facilitate the mass transport process to enhance the sensitivity in electroanalysis. Also, the 

fixed pores may provide some kind of selectivity due to different size, charge or something 

else, which may find applications in separation or electro-sensor fields. This leads to the 

emergence of a wide variety of chemically modified electrodes to combine the microporosity 

of the materials with the particular redox probe. More importantly, the soluble PIMs can be 

casted to membranes easily, which offers a good way to investigate the membrane properties 

in electrochemistry. 

 

1.4 PIM-EA-TB 

Recently, a novel polymer of intrinsic microporosity with high molecular mass (Mw>70000 g 

mol-1), called PIM-EA-TB (Fig.1.7a) was first reported by the group of Prof. Neil Mckeown in 

200358. It was synthesized by the polymerization of 2, 6(7)-diamino-9, 10-dimethyl-

ethanoanthracene (EA) with dimethoxymethane in TFA, involving the formation of Tröger’s 

base (TB) (Fig.1.7b). Compared with the spiro-centers and dioxane rings commonly used in 
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PIMs, the structure of EA is highly inflexible and also Tröger’s base (TB) is rigid with the 

bridged bicyclic rings. Therefore, PIM-EA-TB is a highly shape-persistent ladder polymer with 

an apparent BET surface area of 1028 m2 g-1. It needs to be mentioned that the apparent surface 

area for PIM-EA-TB is greater than previously reported PIMs and other solution-processable, 

amorphous microporous materials59,60. Also, it is soluble in chloroform and can be casted into 

optically transparent films with good mechanical strength (Fig.1.7c). Due to its enhanced 

microporosity, PIM-EA-TB films showed particularly high gas permeabilities and also good 

selectivities for gas molecules. Therefore, it has huge potential for making large-scale gas 

separation membranes of commercial and environmental relevance. 

 

 

Figure.1.7. (a) A molecular model of PIM-EA-TB showing its contorted shape, which combined with its rigidity 

generates intrinsic microporosity due to an inability to pack efficiently in the solid state. (b) The synthesis and 

molecular structures of PIM-EA-TB. (c) A solvent-cast film (10 cm in diameter) of PIM-EA-TB, through which 

is visible its molecular structure printed on a piece of paper58 

 

 

Due to its exceptional behaviour, deeper study has been performed to gain more fundamental 

understanding of its properties. The free volume probing experiments showed a relative large 

free volume and more importantly, there’s little change of the size of free volume but more 

exchange between different connected environments during transport61. In addition, several 

computational models were established to reveal more information about size distribution and 

also the connectivity of the free volume. By comparing with other PIMs like PIM-1, the unique 

feature of PIM-EA-TB is the presence of intermediate-sized voids and fewer extremely large 

interconnected voids. This means the molecules has to make more “jumps” from one free 

volume to another when transported in PIM-EA-TB, which increased the size selectivity.  

Another interesting property of PIMs is that alcohol treatment will increase their permeabilities, 
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especially for PIM-EA-TB. After soaking in alcohol, the permeability increased significantly 

by 5-12 fold for PIM-EA-TB while by 3-fold for PIM-1, indicating the increase of free 

volume61. 

 

PIM-EA-TB has become the subject of detailed studies in various fields in addition to gas 

permeation and separation. Based on this PIM material, some creative work has been done by 

Fengjie Xia62. In his work, two polymers (i) PIM-EA-TB and (ii) a traditional structurally less 

rigid polymer are compared to highlight the benefits of the newly emerging PIM membrane 

materials in electrocatalysis and nanostructure formation. It is demonstrated that polymer 

membrane with intrinsic microporosity has a much higher number of active binding sites and 

binding ability/capacity of redox active anions such as indigo carmine and PdCl4
2-. Interesting 

nano-lamella growth for Pd metal during electro-reduction of PdCl4
2- is observed within pores 

of PIM and show a promising catalytic activity of formic acid used in fuel cells.  

 

PIMs open up a range of new opportunities for selective transport of reagents and improved 

stability in nano-catalyst systems and appears huge potential in electrocatalysis and 

electroanalysis. More progress has developed from this work, including hosting of the 

catalysts63–65, improving catalyst stability66,67,  acting as ionic diode68,69 and so on. In this thesis, 

more work will be developed for the application of PIM-EA-TB in electrochemistry. 
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Chapter 2: Introduction to Electrochemical 

Techniques 

Chapter Abstract 

Electrochemistry can be seen a branch of physical chemistry, which studies the chemical 

reactions, usually oxidation and reduction, driven by an applied electrical potential. In order to 

understand the underlying processes and mechanisms of the reactions well, basic theories were 

established and a number of measurement methods were developed. This Chapter presents 

some of the fundamental insights of electrochemistry, including the thermodynamics of 

electrochemical reactions, electrode kinetics and mass transport. Some important 

electrochemical techniques are also introduced, such as cyclic voltammetry, potential step 

voltammetry, rotating disk electrode, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy and the 

development of two, three and four electrodes systems.  
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2.1 Introduction 

Electrochemistry deals with chemical reactions which take place at the surface between a 

conducting electrode and the electrolyte solution. Similar to the case for all chemical reactions, 

the thermodynamic and kinetic information provide two important aspects in the understanding 

of the electrochemical reactions. Thermodynamics determines the direction of the reaction and 

also to what extent the reaction will proceed, while kinetics determines at what rate the reaction 

happens. In electrochemistry, the magnitude of current often represents the rate of the reaction. 

Many parameters will influence the electrochemical reaction, including the reactivity of the 

species, the nature of the electrode, the electrode potential, the solution composition and the 

mass transport. 

 

Various electrochemical techniques are used to provide the detailed information of the 

electrochemical reactions. The most previous and simplest cell set-up is two electrodes system, 

i.e. working electrode (W.E) and reference electrode (R.E). Because a current flows in the 

solution between two electrodes, there is a voltage drop, iR and the applied potential E is not 

confined to the driving force. In addition, the passage of large current through the reference 

electrode change the potential of the electrode. Therefore, the two electrodes system is suitable 

for the microelectrode experiments in which the current is very small and the voltage drop 

could neglected. In order to solve this problem, a third electrode, counter electrode (C.E) was 

introduced to form the three electrodes system (Figure 2.1). They are connected to a 

potentiostat to control the potential difference between the reference and working electrode 

with minimal interference from IR drop. The current only flows between the working and 

counter electrode. Three electrodes system is commonly used in the electrochemical 

experiments. 
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Figure 2.1. Schematic drawing of a three-electrode electrochemical cell 

 

The four-electrode setup (Fig. 2.2) is not as common as three-electrode system while has its 

own place in electrochemical measurements. It is usually used to measure the interfaces, such 

as two nonmiscible liquid-liquid junctions1 or membranes. Thus, it can measure the solution 

resistance or the resistance across the surface of some material accurately. This set-up have 

also been used in electrophoresis and coulometric titration2. 

S R.E

C.EW.E

 

Figure 2.2. Schematic drawing of 4 electrode setup 

 

In three electrodes mode, the working electrode (WE) is where the interested reactions occurred, 

the reference electrode (RE) has a stable potential and is used for the potential reference point 

and the counter electrode (CE) is to complete the current circuit. The sensor electrode (S) is 

decoupled from the working electrode to give the four electrode systems. Therefore, the 

potential is measured between the RE and the S and the current is flowed between the WE and 

CE. Compared with the high internal resistance, the electrode resistance can be ignored, the 

potential difference between the RE and the S is equal to the potential difference between the 
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corresponding points of the solution. In a membrane system, the potential is equal to the 

transmembrane potential if the electrodes are located close to the membrane and the solution 

conductivity is high3. Thus, the reactions occurring in the electrodes are not being measured. 

Instead, the change of the solution itself across the interface are measured in the four-electrode 

system.  

 

 

2.2 Dynamic Electrochemistry 

2.2.1 Thermodynamics of Electrochemical Reactions 

The thermodynamic data for electrochemistry can be obtained in an equilibrium state between 

a metallic electrode (m) and a solution phase (aq). When a suitable electrode is inserted into 

the solution containing both oxidized and reduced species, the equilibrium condition will be 

achieved soon with fast rates of electron transfer.   

A general electron transfer process can be illustrated by equation 2.1. 

𝑂(𝑎𝑞) + 𝑛𝑒(𝑚)
− ↔ 𝑅(𝑎𝑞)                                                                                      (2.1) 

Here the oxidised species O can be reduced to the species R at the electrode surface or vice 

versa.  Once the equilibrium is established at the surface of the electrode, the rates of oxidation 

and reduction are exactly the same and there is no net current in the system. Different from the 

chemical equilibrium, there is transfer of charged species and electrons involved in 

electrochemistry. As a result, there is a net electrical charge on the two phases, metal and 

solution coupling to the potential. Either the reaction lies to left side or right side, charge 

separation arises when the reaction moves towards equilibrium. The potential difference 

between two phases (∅𝑚 − ∅𝑠) is called electrode potential. It has a fixed and precise value for 

any particular system and can be measured by the introduction of the reference electrode. If no 

current is flowing through the system, the equilibrium potential Ee is dependent on the relative 

concentrations of the species O and R. A standard reference electrode, the standard hydrogen 

electrode (SHE), is defined to have an absolute potential of zero (the pressure of hydrogen gas 

is 1 bar (100 kPa) and the activity of hydrogen ions in the solution is unity). Under that 

condition, the equilibrium potential of the electrode can be calculated by the Nernst equation 

2.24,5.  
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𝐸𝑒 = 𝐸
° +

𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐹
ln(

𝑎𝑂

𝑎𝑅
)                                                                                          (2.2) 

Here Eº is the standard electrode potential, n is the number of electron transferred and 𝑎𝑂 is the 

activity of oxidised species and 𝑎𝑅 is the activity of reduced species. The activity of a species 

dissolved in a solution is proportional to its concentration (equation 2.3). Hence, the Nernst 

equation can be expressed in terms of concentration (equation 2.4). 

𝑎𝐴 = 𝛾𝐴[𝐴]                                                                                                           (2.3) 

𝐸𝑒 = 𝐸
°′ +

𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐹
ln(

[𝑂]

[𝑅]
)                                                                                             (2.4) 

with 𝐸°′ = 𝐸° +
𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝐹
ln(

𝛾𝑂

𝛾𝑅
) 

Here,   𝛾  is the activity coefficient, 𝐸°′  is termed formal potential and [O]/[R]is the 

concentration of oxidised and reduced species at the electrode surface respectively, which are 

the same as in the bulk solution under equilibrium conditions.  

 

The inherent reason behind the electron transfer is the relative energy level between the species. 

The electrons tend to leave the higher energy level to the lower ones. Therefore, if the Fermi 

level in the metal is higher than the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the species, 

the electron will be transferred from the electrode to the species in solution, resulting the 

reduction of the species (Fig. 2.3(a)). On the contrary, the electron will be transferred to the 

electrode if the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) is higher in energy than the Fermi 

level, which is the way oxidation occurs (Fig. 2.3(b)). The electron transfer will change the 

energy level of the metal and the solution until the equilibrium is reached4.  
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Ef

Electrode Reactant (O)

LUMO

HOMO

Ef

Electrode Reactant (R)

LUMO

HOMO

Reduction Oxidation

(a) (b)

 

Figure 2.3 (a) Reduction occurs when the Fermi level is higher than the LUMO of the reactant. (b) Oxidation 

occurs when the HOMO of the reactant is higher than the Fermi level. 

 

 

2.2.2 Kinetics of Electrode Reactions 

Thermodynamic only describe the equilibrium, while kinetics explains the mechanism required 

to maintain the equilibrium. Electrode kinetics theory aims at understanding the rate of electron 

transfer quantitatively in electrochemical reaction. Assuming a simple, general reaction, one 

electron transfer happen in two directions, a molecule in solution can accept an electron and 

become reduced5. 

𝑂(𝑎𝑞) + 𝑒(𝑚)
−

𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑑
→  𝑅(𝑎𝑞)                                                                                       (2.5) 

Or the R can be oxidised to O by removing an electron: 

𝑅(𝑎𝑞)
𝑘𝑜𝑥
→ 𝑂(𝑎𝑞) + 𝑒(𝑚)

−                                                                                         (2.6) 

Here 𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑑 and 𝑘𝑜𝑥 is the first-order rate constants for the forward (reductive) and backward 

(oxidative) electron transfer reactions. So the current for the reduction (𝑖𝑐) and oxidation (𝑖𝑎) 

can be described in the equation 2.7 and 2.8. 

𝑖𝑐 = −𝐹𝐴𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑑[𝑂]𝑜                                                                                            (2.7) 

𝑖𝑎 = 𝐹𝐴𝑘𝑜𝑥[𝑅]𝑜                                                                                                 (2.8) 
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Here F is the Faraday constant (96485 C mol-1), A is the electrode area (cm2), [𝑂]𝑜 and [𝑅]𝑜 

are the concentrations at the electrode surface. Therefore, the net current (i) flowing in the 

reaction is  

𝑖 = 𝑖𝑐 + 𝑖𝑎 = 𝐹𝐴(𝑘𝑜𝑥[𝑅]𝑜 − 𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑑[𝑂]𝑜)                                                           (2.9) 

Similar with chemical reactions, it is reasonable to use transition state model (Fig. 2.4) to 

describe the electron transfer reactions. The reactants need to overcome an energy barrier to 

become the product and the summit of energy barrier is termed the transition state4. 

 

Figure 2.4. Free energy plot for a one electron reduction of O(aq) 

 

So it is a common fact that rate of the reduction reaction is proportional to the barrier it needs 

to overcome. 

𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑑 = Z𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
−∆𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑑

≠

𝑅𝑇
)                                                                                     (2.10) 

Where ∆𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑑
≠ is the free energy of activation and Z is a frequency factor accounting for the rate 

of the collisions of electroactive molecules with the electrode surface. 

 

The significant difference of the electrode reaction, when compared to homogenous chemical 

reactions, is that the potential has a strong effect on the reaction kinetics. A certain reaction 

happens rapidly at some potential, but not at others. As discussed before, only when the applied 

potential E equals the equilibrium potential, Ee, there is no net current flowing in the system 
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and this is the equilibrium state. Any other potential applied will drive the reaction and result 

in a Faradaic current. The deviation of E from the equilibrium potential is given the term 

overpotential, ƞ. The potential changes the rate constant by changing the free energy of 

activation. The dependence of 𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑑 and 𝑘𝑜𝑥 on the potential can be described as follows,  

𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑑 = 𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝((
−∆𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑑

≠

𝑅𝑇
) exp(

−𝛼𝐹(𝐸−𝐸0

𝑅𝑇
)                                                                       (2.11) 

𝑘𝑜𝑥 = 𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝((
−∆𝐺𝑜𝑥

≠

𝑅𝑇
) exp(

(1−𝛼)𝐹(𝐸−𝐸0

𝑅𝑇
)                                                                (2.12) 

Here 𝛼 is the tranfer coefficient, which reflect the symmetry of the barrier to reaction. 

 

These relationship can be simplified by introduction of the standard rate constant, k0, which is 

independent of potential. 

𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑑 = 𝑘
0𝑒𝑥𝑝(

−𝛼𝐹(𝐸−𝐸0

𝑅𝑇
)                                                                                  (2.13) 

𝑘𝑜𝑥 = 𝑘
0𝑒𝑥𝑝(

(1−𝛼)𝐹(𝐸−𝐸0

𝑅𝑇
)                                                                                (2.14) 

Equation 2.13 and 2.14 are combined with equation 2.9 to give the Bulter-Volmer equation as 

follows.  

𝑖 = FA𝑘0 ([𝑅]0𝑒𝑥𝑝 {(1 − 𝛼)(𝐸 − 𝐸
0)

𝐹

𝑅𝑇
} − [𝑂]0𝑒𝑥𝑝 {−𝛼(𝐸 − 𝐸

0)
𝐹

𝑅𝑇
})    (2.15) 

 

Bulter-Volmer equation is an important equation to show how net current in the 

electrochemical system changes with the electrode potential. If k0 is large, very little or zero 

overpotential is needed to induce the electrochemical reaction. However, for the process that 

have a small value of k0, a high ovepotential is necessary to drive the electron transfer, which 

indicates an electrochemically irreversible system.  

 

2.2.3 Mass Transport 

Electron transfer is not the whole physical process of the electrochemical reaction. There are 

generally five steps that contribute to the overall kinetics4. 

1) Redox reactants moves to the electrode by mass transport. 

2) Reactants adsorb onto the electrode surface. 
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3) Electron transfer. 

4) Products desorb from the electrode surface. 

5) Products move away from the electrode by mass transport. 

The overall reaction rate will be limited by the slowest step, either electron transfer or mass 

transport. It has been discussed before that the current varies with potential in an electron 

transfer rate controlled reaction. In a reaction with fast electron transfer, mass transport may 

become dominated to the effective reaction. The process associated with mass transport can be 

divided into three different mechanisms, diffusion, convection and migration. 

 

2.2.3.1 Diffusion 

Diffusion is caused by the difference of concentration and aims to maximize the entropy of any 

systems. The species move from the high concentration area to low concentration ones and the 

rate is dependent on the concentration gradient at the particular location. It is governed by 

Fick’s two laws, which can be expressed in Equation 2.16 and 2.17. 

𝑗𝑂𝑥 = −𝐷𝑂𝑋
∂[Ox]

∂x
                                                                                             (2.16) 

∂[Ox]

∂t
= 𝐷𝑂𝑋

𝜕2[𝑂𝑥]

𝜕𝑡2
                                                                                            (2.17) 

Here 𝑗𝑂𝑥 is the diffusional flux of the species Ox, 𝐷𝑂𝑋 is the diffusion coefficient of Ox and 

[Ox] is the concentration. 

 

2.2.3.2 Convection 

Convection happens because of the mechanical force in the solution, which can be naturally or 

forced. Natural convection can be caused by the thermal gradients or density differences and 

are usually not significant in experiments. The other type of movement is forced convection 

resulted from external forces such as stirring and pumping.  The most common example is the 

rotating disk electrode technique, in which the electrode is rotated to enhance the rate of mass 

transport. The concentration changes of the species Ox resulting from the convection 

movement can be described mathematically as Equation 2.18.  

∂[Ox]

∂t
= −𝑣𝑥

𝜕[𝑂𝑥]

𝜕𝑥
                                                                                              (2.18) 

Here 𝑣𝑥 is the velocity of solution. 
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2.2.3.3 Migration 

Migration is the movement of the charged species because of the electric field which exists at 

the electrode/surface interface. The flux of a species Ox caused by migration is proportional to 

concentration of the ion,[𝑂𝑥], the electric field gradient and the ionic mobility, 𝑢𝑜𝑥. 

𝑗𝑜𝑥 ∝ 𝑢𝑜𝑥[𝑂𝑥]
𝜕𝐸

𝜕𝑥
                                                                                               (2.19) 

Here E is the potential at a distance x from the electrode surface.  

In practical experiments, the existence of migration makes the mass transport difficult to 

control. To simplify this problem, high levels of background electrolyte are added to the 

solution, usually 100 times the concentration of the reactant to eliminate the migration effect.  

 

2.3 Electrochemical Methods 

2.3.1 Cyclic Voltammetry 

Cyclic Voltammetry is one of the most important electrochemical techniques with its relative 

ease of use and high information content into the kinetic and thermodynamic details of many 

chemical systems. It has found a wide range of applications in the analysis of solids, solutions, 

polymers as well as membranes4.  

 

In cyclic voltammetry experiments, the potential of the working electrode is swept linearly 

forward and backward.  The potential changes with time as shown in Fig. 2.5(a) and the basic 

shape of the current response for cyclic voltammetry experiment is shown in Fig. 2.5(b) below. 

 

Figure 2.5. (a) A graph of potential against time for a cyclic voltammogram. (b) A typical cyclic voltammogram 

for a reversible electron transfer reaction. 
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If we consider the forward scan first, the potential of the working electrode is set initially in a 

value E1 at which no oxidation occurs because the potential is not positive enough. Then the 

potential is gradually swept to more positive potential that inducing the oxidation of the 

reactant and the current starts to pass. The current of the reaction is determined not only by the 

electrochemical rate constant, ko but also the surface concentration of the reactant, [A]. As the 

potential is swept in a positive direction, k increases while [A] decreases because the depletion 

of reactant is only replenished partially by diffusion from the bulk solution. Initially, the current 

increases approximately exponentially and then become slower until a maximum is reached.  

The maximum current is called peak current, Ip, at which the surface concentration of the 

reactant decreased to zero. All the reactant is depleted as soon as it is diffused to the electrode 

surface. Once the peak current is attained, the current decreases and is simply controlled the 

diffusion rate. The potential is reversed from E2 to E1 to give the backward scan6, 7.  

 

The shape of cyclic voltammogram reflects the reversibility of the redox system. For an ideal 

reversible couple when the mass transport are relatively slower than the electron transfer 

kinetics, the height of the forward and the reverse current peak are of the same magnitude and 

the peak separation can be calculated according to equation 2.20, which is independent of scan 

rate. When the transferred electron number is one, the peak separation is approximately 57 mV 

at 25℃.  The peak current Ip for a reversible system can be determined by Randles-Sevcik 

expression 2.21.                                                                                                          

|𝐸𝑝
𝑎 − 𝐸𝑝

𝑐| = 2.218
𝑅𝑇

𝑛𝑓
                                                                                        (2.20) 

𝐼𝑝 = −0.446𝑛𝐹𝐴[𝑂𝑥]𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘√
𝑛𝐹𝑣𝐷

𝑅𝑇
                                                                       (2.21) 

Here, n is number of electron transferred, 𝑣is the scan rate, the negative sign is used to conform 

to a reduction process. The absolute magnitudes of the peak currents for irreversible system is 

proportional to the square root of scan rate. 

 

In an electrochemically irreversible system, the product diffuses to the bulk solution instead of 

reacting back on the surface of the electrode.  For an irreversible electrode couple, an 
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appreciable overpotential is required so that the peak separation is wider than the reversible 

one. For the irreversible system, the Randles- Sevcik expression is changed to equation 2.22. 

𝐼𝑝 = −0.496√𝛼𝑛′𝑛𝐹𝐴[𝑂𝑥]𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘√
𝐹𝑣𝐷

𝑅𝑇
                                                                  (2.22) 

Here, 𝑛′ is the number of electrons transferred in the rate-determining reaction step, whereas n 

is the overall transferred electrons per molecule diffusing to the electrode surface. 

 

There exist intermediate cases called quasi-reversible reaction, where the reaction depends both 

the electron transfer rate and mass transfer rate. In that case, the peak separation is dependent 

on the scan rate and the peak current is not proportional to the square root of the scan rate. The 

Fig. 2.6 compares the shape of cyclic voltammogram and the peak current between three 

different systems. 

 

Figure 2.6. (a) Cyclic voltammogram for 1) a reversible, 2) a quasi-irreversible, 3) irreversible electron transfer. 

(b) The plot of peak current versus the square root of scan rate for three systems as before. 

2.3.2 Chronoamperometry 

There are many other electrochemical techniques besides cyclic voltammetry and one of them 

is chronoamperometry. In chronamperometry, the potential of working electrode is 

instantaneously stepped from the value E1 where the species is inactive to E2 at which the 

conversion is completed at the electrode surface (see Fig. 2.7(a)). 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 2.7. (a) The variation of applied potential in a chronoamperometry experiments. (b) The current response 

with time in chronoamperometry. 

 

E2 is restricted to a potential positive (for oxidation) than the cyclic voltammetric peak potential, 

therefore the current is only controlled by the diffusion rate of the reactant to the electrode. As 

the potential is stepped to E2, there’s a sharp increase of the current because the concentration 

gradients are large due to little time to deplete the electroacive materials. As time progresses, 

the current decreases gradually until zero because the concentration gradient become shallower 

and the diffusion layer becomes thicker. The current response as the function of time can be 

illustrated by Cottrell equation (equation 2.23) and plotted in Fig. 2.7(b). The plot can be 

linearized by plotting 1/i2 against t to determine the diffusion coefficients6, 7.   

|𝑖| =
𝑛𝐹𝐴𝐷𝐴

1/2
[𝐴]𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘

𝜋1/2𝑡1/2
                                                                                             (2.23) 

 

2.3.3 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy 

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a powerful measurement tool used to reveal 

underlying chemical processes in an electrochemical systems, especially suitable for complex 

non-linear ones. This technique allows the characterization of the surface change and also give 

detailed information in the kinetics, charge transfer resistance, diffusion coefficients and so on, 

which is quite useful to tailor the system parameters in order to obtain a desirable effect on a 

surface. Impedance (Z) is defined as the ability of a circuit to resist the flow of electrical current, 

but unlike resistance, it is more complex. Usually in the experiments, an AC potential is applied 

to the electrochemical system and the current through the system is measured. Assume the AC 

potential (E) is a sinusoidal potential excitation, if the change of the potential is small enough 

(a) (b) 
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(typically <10 mV),  then the system is a pseudo-linear and the response current (I) will also 

be a sinusoid at same frequency but shifted in phase (Fig.2.8). 

Et ᵩ 

time

It
(a)

Z

Zr

Zim

θ  

ω(b)

(c)

E = E0 sin(ωt)

 

Figure 2.8 (a, b) Phase diagram showing Et (red) and It (blue). (c) Phase diagram of impedance 

 

To express EIS mathematically, we can use the equations as follows. Et is given by the 

projection on the y-axis (Fig.2.7 (b) and equation 2.24). Since the phase angle difference (ϕ) 

between Et and It is constant, the It can be expressed by equation 2.25. 

𝐸𝑡 = 𝐸0 sin(𝜔𝑡) , where   𝑤 = 2𝜋𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑠−1                                                (2.24) 

 𝐼𝑡 = 𝐼0 sin(𝜔𝑡 + ϕ)                                                                                       (2.25) 

The impedance can therefore be expressed as: 

𝑍 =
𝐸𝑡

𝐼𝑡
=
𝐸0

𝐼0

sin(𝜔𝑡)

sin(𝜔𝑡+ϕ)
                                                                                        (2.26) 

According to Fig. 2.7 (c), the total impedance can be expressed by the real component (Zr) and 

imaginary component (Zim). In order to represent the relative magnitude and phase of the 

signals more clearly, complex exponentials are introduced to simply the mathematics. All the 

parameters are expressed in polar form as follows. 

𝐸𝑡 = 𝐸0𝑒
𝑗𝜔𝑡                                                                                                     (2.27) 

𝐼𝑡 = 𝐼0𝑒
𝑗(𝜔𝑡+ϕ) = 𝐼0𝑒

𝑗𝜔𝑡𝑒𝑗ϕ                                                                           (2.28) 

𝑍 =
𝐸𝑡

𝐼𝑡
=
𝐸0

𝐼0
𝑒−𝑗𝜔                                                                                              (2.29) 
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If Z has the magnitude |𝑍| and the phase 𝜃, according to Eular’s formula (equation 2.30) 

𝑍 = 𝑍𝑟 + 𝑍𝑖𝑚 = |𝑍|(cos 𝜃 + 𝑗 sin 𝜃) = |𝑍|𝑒
𝑗𝜃                                              (2.30) 

Any electrochemical cell can be illustrated by an equivalent electrical circuit which includes 

resistances, capacitances or inductances [electroanalytical methods]. If there’s only an ideal 

resistor in the system, the impedance of the circle equals the resistance of the resistor and has 

no imaginary part, so the phase angle is zero (equation 2.31) 

𝑍 =
𝐸0

𝐼0
= 𝑅,𝜃 = 0                                                                                                       (2.31) 

If there is a single capacitance, the impedance can be calculated as follows, 

𝐸𝑡 = 𝐸0𝑒
𝑗𝜔𝑡      

𝐼 =
𝑑𝑄

𝑑𝑡
=
𝑑(𝐶𝐸𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐶

𝑑𝐸𝑡

𝑑𝑡
  

𝐼 = 𝐶
𝑑(𝐸0𝑒

𝑗𝜔𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑗𝜔𝐶𝐸0𝑒

𝑗𝜔𝑡  

𝑍 =
𝐸

𝐼
=

1

𝑗𝜔𝐶
=
−𝑗

𝜔𝐶
= −

𝑗

2𝜋𝑓𝐶
= −𝑗𝑋𝐶 , where 𝑋𝐶 =

1

𝜔𝐶
                                     (2.32) 

 

𝑋𝐶 is known as the capacitive reactance with Ohms as the unit, which represents the internal 

resistance that restricted the current flow through the capacitor when the capacitor charges or 

discharges. Unlike resistance with a fixed value, capacitive reactance changes with the applied 

frequency. According to the calculation above, the impedance of a pure capacitor only has the 

imaginary part and phase angle is -90o. Also, the value of impedance is proportional to the 

reciprocal of frequency6. 

 

There are two common types of plots to display the impedance, Bode plot and Nyquist 

impedance plot (also called complex impedance plane). A Bode plot shows the impedance 

magnitude ( |𝑍|)  and phase angle ( 𝜃)  against the frequency (𝑓)  of AC potential. The 

impedance magnitude and the frequency are plotted using logarithmic scale.  A Nyquist plot 

display the real impedance (𝑍𝑟) in x-axis and imaginary impedance (𝑍𝑖𝑚) in y-axis.  
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The examples above are the most simple and ideal cases, while the real systems are more 

complex. The most common system is the redox reaction at flat electrodes. For a purely 

kinetically controlled electrode reaction, the equivalent circuit can be demonstrated as the 

double-layer Cd in parallel with the charge transfer resistance capacitance RΩ (Fig. 2.9(a)).  

-Zim

0 Rct

ω

 
0

ω

 

8

ω

 
Zr

(b)Cd

Rct

(a)

 

Figure 2.9. For purely kinetically controlled electrodes (a) Equivalent circuit (b) Nyquist plot 

 

The Nyquist plot for such a circuit is a classic semicircle with the centre on the Zr axis at Zr= 

0.5 Rct and diameter Rct. The impedance tends to be Rct at low frequency and zero at high 

frequency and the maximum of the semicircle is located at 𝜔𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 2𝜋𝑓 =
1

𝑅𝑐𝑡𝐶𝑑
. 

Next, the effect of diffusion on the impedance properties are taken into account. The system is 

diffusion controlled at low frequencies. Hence, Warburg impedance W is introduced to 

represent the impedance associated with planar diffusion to the flat electrode. Warburg 

impedance has the equal real and imaginary components, therefore it’s a linear plot with a slope 

of 45o in the Nyquist plot. The electrolyte resistance RΩ is also considered, which finally give 

the most common system, Randles Model. The equivalent circuit of Randles Model is 

displayed as Fig. 2.10. 

RΩ 

Cd

Rct W
 

Figure 2.10. Randles equivalent circuit 
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And the impedance plot in the complex plane is shown in Fig. 2.11. 

Zr

-Zim

RΩ RΩ+Rct

Θ=45
o

Kinetic Control Mass Transfer Control

ω

 

ω

 
0ω

 8

 

Figure 2.11. Nyquist plot of the impedance of the Randles equivalent 

 

It gives a semicircle for high frequency (kinetic controlled) and a linear plot for low frequency 

(mass transfer controlled). The value of RΩ and Rct can be obtained from the intersection point 

of the semicircle at the Zr axis. The maximum of the semicircle is located at 𝜔𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 2𝜋𝑓 =

1

𝑅𝑐𝑡𝐶𝑑
, from which the Cd can be obtained.  

 

2.3.4 Rotating Disk Electrode 

The rotating disk electrode (RDE) is one of the common hydrodynamic electrode systems, 

which has wide applications in corrosion, electrocatalysis, fuel cell research and so on. In a 

RDE system, the working electrode consists of a disk of electrode material imbedded in a rod 

of an insulting material. It is connected to a motor and rotated by vertical axis at a certain 

frequency (angular velocity, ω) during the electrochemical measurements (Fig.2.12 (a)). The 

2-dimensional flow profile for the rotating disc is illustrated in Figure 2.12(b). The solution is 

dragged to the surface by spinning disk and at same time expelled radially outwards from the 

centre due to the centrifugal force. The flow of fresh solution from the bulk, which is 

perpendicular to the electrode, replenish the fluid at the disk surface6.  
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ω
 

ω
 

(a) (b)

 

Figure 2.12 (a) A rotating disk electrode (b) Schematic drawing of 2-dimensional flow pattern at a rotating disc 

 

In the rotating disk electrode systems, the concentrations of all species beyond a certain 

distance from the electrode, δ, is equal to the bulk values because of the convection. Within the 

layer 0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝛿 , there is less solution movement and diffusion dominates. 𝛿  is introduced 

similarly with the diffusion layer in the steady-state mass transport. In the static macroelectrode, 

the diffusion layer will become thicker and thicker over time and lead to the current decay, 

which is observed as a peak in cyclic voltammetry. However, the thickness of diffusion layer 

at a rotating disk electrode is a constant in certain rotating speed, which results in the limiting 

current. 

 

To quantitatively understand how the different parameters (such as rotation rates, solution 

viscosity and electrode dimensions) affect the current value, the mathematic equation is 

introduced. The flux of species j, 𝐽𝑗 , is 

𝐽𝑗 = −𝐷𝑗∇𝐶𝑗 −
𝑧𝑗𝐹

𝑅𝑇
𝐷𝑗𝐶𝑗∇∅ + 𝑣 ∙ 𝐶𝑗                                                                      (2.33) 

Here on the right side, the first term represents diffusion, the second, migration and the last, 

convection due to the rotating of the electrode. The ionic migration is negligible in a solution 

with an excess of the supporting electrode. The variation of 𝐶𝑗 with time can be given by 

𝜕𝐶𝑗

𝜕𝑡
= −𝛻 ∙ 𝐽𝑗 = 𝑑𝑖𝑣𝐽𝑗                                                                                                    (2.34) 

Combining these two equations, we obtain the general convective-diffusion equation 

𝜕𝐶𝑗

𝜕𝑡
= 𝐷𝑗𝛻

2𝐶𝑗 − 𝑣 ∙ 𝛻𝐶𝑗                                                                                       (2.35) 

The ∇ here is used to describe the gradient in three dimensions and ∇2 is Laplacian operation. 
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If we consider the limiting current condition first, at 𝑦 = 0, 𝐶 = 0 and lim
𝑦→∞

𝐶 = 𝐶𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 (y is the 

verticle axis across the centre of the electrode). After mathmatical processing, the Levich 

equation is obtained: 

𝐼𝑙𝑖𝑚 = 0.62𝑛𝐹𝐴𝐷𝑗
2/3
𝜔1/2𝑣−1/6𝐶𝑗,𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘                                                                           (2.36) 

Here 𝐴  is the electrode area (in m2), 𝐷𝑗is the diffusion coefficient of species (in m2s-1), ω is 

angular frequency of the rotating electrode (in rad s-1), 𝑣 is the kinematic viscosity of the 

solution (in m2 s-1) and  𝐶𝑗,𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 is the bulk concentration of species (in mol m-3). 

The Levich equation indicates that the limiting current is proportional to the square root of the 

angular frequency. The plot of 𝐼𝑙𝑖𝑚  against 𝜔1/2  will be a straight line and the diffusion 

coefficient of the species can be calculated from the slope. 

However, the Levich equation is only suitable for the mass-transfer-limited condition. So for 

mixed kinetic and diffusion limiting current, the Koutecký-Levich equation is introduced, 

1

𝑖
=

1

𝑖𝐾
+

1

𝑖𝑙,𝑐
=

1

𝑖𝐾
+

1

0.62𝑛𝐹𝐴𝐷
𝑗
2/3
𝜔1/2𝑣−1/6𝐶𝑗,𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘

                                                            (2.37) 

 

Here, iK represents the current under the kinetic limitation, that is mass transfer is efficient 

enough to maintain the concentration at the electrode surface same as the bulk solution. The 

plot of 1/ i against 1/𝜔1/2 is a line which has the same slope with the Levich plot and intercept 

with y axis at 1/ iK. 
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Chapter 3: Intrinsically Porous Polymer Protects 

Supported Catalytic Gold Particles for Enzymeless 

Glucose Oxidation 

Chapter Abstract 

The enzymeless glucose oxidation process readily occurs on nano-gold electrocatalyst at pH 7, 

but it is highly susceptible to poisoning (competitive binding), for example from protein or 

chloride. It is shown here that gold nanoparticle catalyst can be protected against poisoning by 

a polymer of intrinsic microporosity (PIM-EA-TB with BET surface area 1027 m2g-1). This 

PIM material when protonated, achieves the catalyst protection effect by (i) size selective 

repulsion of larger protein molecules (albumins) and (ii) membrane ion selection effects due to 

limiting the chloride poisoning interactions with the catalysts. PIM materials allow 

“environmental control” to be introduced in electrocatalytic processes. 

 

Graphical Abstract:   
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3.1 Introduction 

New materials in electrochemistry offer opportunities for improved devices and processes and 

in the recent years several cases of interesting novel porous solids, e.g. metal-organic 

frameworks1, zeolitic materials2, or mesoporous films3, have emerged. In terms of polymeric 

materials, there have been many areas of progress including gels4, conducting polymers5, and 

brushes6. The recent development of polymers with intrinsic microporosity (PIMs) and similar 

novel materials7 is particularly interesting with a range of potential applications in 

electrochemical technology. Uncharged PIM materials have been proposed8 and developed for 

gas storage9,10, gas separation11–13, and as sensor component14. The structurally highly rigid and 

disordered PIM backbone achieves open packing to generate novel properties due to permanent 

microporosity. When charged, these PIM materials introduce ion selectivity, permselectivity, 

and further porosity effects which are closely linked to the molecular structure and 

functionalization of the backbone. Physicochemical characteristics are related to those 

observed for hydrogels15,16 rather than those associated with polymeric systems. To date, 

potential applications are based on PIM-gas interaction, but our recent publication17 has 

demonstrated benefits of PIM-electrolyte interactions and potential applications in solution 

phase electrocatalysis. 

 

The preparation of amine-containing PIMs based on a polymerisation reaction involving the 

formation of Tröger’s base (TB) was reported18. Thus, 2, 6(7)-diamino-9, 10-

dimethylethanoanthracene was polymerised with dimethoxymethane in trifluoroacetic acid to 

give PIM-EA-TB (Fig.3.1) with high molecular mass (Mw >70,000 g mol-1) and with an 

apparent BET surface area of 1027 m2g-1. This polymer backbone is readily protonated at the 

tertiary nitrogens to give a rigid poly-cationic framework. 

 

Figure 3.1. Molecular structure of PIM-EA-TB 

 

Glucose oxidation is studied predominantly in the context of glucose sensing, enzymatic or 

non-enzymatic19, and as in vivo energy source in enzymatic fuel cells20. The glucose 

concentration in a typical healthy individual is 4-7 mM. The enzymeless oxidation of glucose 
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on gold is of considerable interest21,22 and can be seen as a more robust but less selective 

alternative technology. Pulse methods have been developed to overcome gold catalyst 

poisoning and interferences23 and to control pH24. Chiral selectivity has been induced on gold 

electrocatalytst surfaces25. Novel high surface area gold electrodes have been proposed for 

more effective glucose oxidation even at lower pH26,27 approaching conditions in blood serum. 

However, more progress is required to make gold nanoparticle catalysts as effective as 

biological catalysts. A considerable challenge remains in overcoming poisoning of the gold 

electrocatalysts under in vivo conditions. 

 

It is shown here that the properties of PIM polymer membranes spin-coated over the gold 

nanoparticle catalyst can help protecting the catalyst from poisoning. The effect of the PIM 

membrane is studied (i) on the gold nanoparticle catalyst formation, (ii) on the electrocatalytic 

glucose oxidation mechanism, (iii) on the effect of protein on gold catalyst poisoning, and (iv) 

on the effect of chloride on gold catalyst poisoning in phosphate buffer at pH 7. PIM 

membranes are proposed as a versatile new class of materials for electrochemistry in particular 

for controlling the reaction environment in electrocatalytic processes. 

 

3.2 Experimental 

3.2.1 Chemical Reagents 

Potassium gold(III) tetrachloride, D-(+)-glucose, albumin from bovine serum, sodium chloride, 

phosphoric acid (85%), potassium chloride, sulphuric acid (95%-98%), and sodium hydroxide 

were purchased from Aldrich or Fisher Scientific and used without further purification. PIM-

EA-TB was prepared following a literature recipe18. Solutions were prepared with filtered and 

deionized water of resistivity 18.2 MΩ cm from a Thermo Scientific water purification system 

(ELGA). 

 

3.2.2 Instrumentation 

A potentiostat system (IVIUM Compactstat) was employed with a Pt wire counter electrode 

and a KCl-saturated calomel reference (SCE, Radiometer, Copenhagen). The working 

electrode was prepared from ITO coated glass (tin-doped indium oxide films sputter-coated 
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onto glass, active area 10 mm × 10 mm, resistivity ca. 15 Ω per square) obtained from Image 

Optics Components Ltd (Basildon, Essex, UK). ITO electrodes were rinsed with ethanol and 

water, heat-treated in a tube furnace (Elite Thermal System Ltd) for 30 minutes at 500 °C, and 

then re-equilibrated to ambient conditions. All experiments were conducted at a temperature 

of 293±2K. 

 

3.2.3 Gold Nanoparticle Deposition Method 

A gold (III) solution was prepared by dissolving 1 mM KAuCl4 in 0.1 M KCl addition of 

sulphuric acid to pH 2. Electrodeposition was performed in chronoamperometry mode.  ITO 

electrodes were pre-treated at 1 V vs. SCE for 10 s followed by plating at -0.2 V vs. SCE for 

200 s, rinsing with water, and drying under ambient conditions.  

 

3.2.4 Polymer with Intrinsic Microporosity Coating Method 

Initially, a solution of 1 mg cm-3 PIM-EA-TB in chloroform was applied directly by dipping 

the electrode followed by drying under ambient conditions. Improved coatings were obtained 

by spin-coating (Laurell WS-650Mz-23NPP, 1500 rpm for 30 seconds). 

 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Electrodeposition of Catalytic Gold Nanoparticles onto Tin-Doped 

Indium Oxide (ITO) Substrates 

The gold electrodeposition approach was selected based on an aqueous solution of 1 mM 

KAuCl4 in 0.1 M KCl at pH 2 (acidified with H2SO4). The deposition experiments were 

conducted at -0.2 V vs. SCE for 200 s (if not stated otherwise) to form a uniform deposit of 

gold nanoparticles on the ITO substrate (see Fig.3.2A, B). Particles are typically 100 nm to 200 

nm in diameter and well distributed over the electrode surface.  

 

In cyclic voltammetry experiments these gold deposits immersed in 0.1 M phosphate buffer at 

pH 7 give stable voltammetric responses (see Fig.3.3A) with gold oxidation (see peak Iox at 
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0.80 V vs. SCE) and gold back-reduction (see peak Ired at 0.55 V vs. SCE) indicative of an 

active gold surface. 

 

Figure 3. 2. Scanning electron microscopy images for (A) gold nanoparticles grown on ITO for 200 s, (B) higher 

magnification image of gold nanoparticles. 

 

The gold electrodeposition was repeated in the presence of a PIM film spin-coated onto the 

ITO surface (ca. 500 nm thickness). The same type of gold nanoparticle deposit was formed 

(confirmed by voltammetry and electrocatalysis experiments, vide infra). But unfortunately 

these films were unstable and easily peeled off the surface together with the PIM film. Better 

quality films were obtained by first electroplating gold nanoparticles onto ITO and then coating 

with PIM. Drop-coating PIM resulted in film imperfection, but spin-coating a solution 1 mg 

cm-3 PIM in chloroform at 1500 rpm (see experimental) resulted in high quality film coatings.  
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3.3.2 Glucose Oxidation on Catalytic Gold Nanoparticles on Tin-Doped 

Indium Oxide (ITO) Substrates 

The oxidation of glucose on gold nanoparticles immersed in phosphate buffer pH 7 has been 

reported previously and a typical anodic current peak is seen at 0.3 V vs. SCE (see Fig.3.3). As 

expected for a surface-catalytic kinetically controlled current response, this peak is not affected 

by scan rate (see Fig.3.3B) but strongly affected by the gold nanoparticle catalyst deposition 

time (see Fig.3.3C, peak II, note that this peak is observed most clearly during the potential 

sweep towards negative potentials). A plot of the effect of the gold nanoparticle deposition 

time on the glucose oxidation peak current is shown in Figure 3.3D. An improvement in the 

catalytic signal is seen up to approximately 400 s electrodeposition. 
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Figure 3. 3. (A) Cyclic voltammograms (first and second cycle, scan rate 5 mVs-1, start point 0.0 V vs. SCE) for 

gold nanoparticles on ITO immersed in 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7. (B) As before, but with 8 mM glucose and 

scan rate (i) 5, (ii) 10, (iii) 20, (iv) 50, (v) 100 mVs-1. (C) As before, but with 8 mM glucose, scan rate 5 mVs-1, 

and (i) 100 s, (ii) 200 s, (iii) 300 s, (iv) 600 s gold nanoparticle deposition time. (D) Plot of the glucose oxidation 

peak versus gold nanoparticle deposition time. 

 

An investigation of the effect of the phosphate buffer concentration on the catalytic process 

provides further insight into the mechanism. As shown in Figure 3.4A, a significant 

enhancement of the catalytic current for glucose oxidation is observed upon lowering the 

phosphate concentration. When plotted versus logarithm of phosphate concentration, the 
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catalytic current exhibits an approximately linear dependence. This can be reconciled with a 

Langmuirian binding model where the kinetically controlled glucose oxidation current IG is 

proportional to the coverage with glucose G at the active surface sites (equation 3.1). 

 

][][1
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constantconstant

PKGK

GK
I

PG

G

GG


                                           (3.1) 

 

Here, KG and KP represent Langmuirian binding constants for glucose and a competing 

molecule or ion. For the special case of half coverage, that is KG[G]   KP[P] (here observed 

for 8 mM glucose and 100 mM phosphate buffer), an approximately linear relationship around 

the point of half-coverage is possible, which suggests that here 12
][

][


G
P

K
K

P

G . 

Therefore glucose is bound approximately an order of magnitude more strongly compared to 

other components in the phosphate buffer. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. 4. (A) Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate 5 mVs-1, start point 0.0 V vs. SCE) for the oxidation of 8 mM 

glucose at gold nanoparticles on ITO immersed in (i) 10, (ii) 100, (iii) 1000 mM phosphate buffer pH 7. (B) Plot 

of the peak current versus logarithm of phosphate buffer concentration. 
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Next, the effect of glucose concentration is investigated. Figure 3.5 shows data for gold 

nanoparticle catalyst in 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7 for different glucose concentrations. At 

low glucose levels an approximately linear increase in glucose oxidation current is observed 

with plateauing at glucose concentration higher than 12 mM. This observation is in agreement 

with the Langmuirian binding model introduced above. The binding constant can be estimated 

(here from the point of third coverage, where 
3

1

][][1

][





PKGK

GK

PG

G

G  with KG[G]   

KP[P]) as KG   200 mol-1 dm3. 

 

 

Figure 3. 5. (A) Cyclic voltmmograms (scan rate 5 mVs-1, start point 0.0 V vs. SCE) for the oxidation of (i) 2, (ii) 

4, (iii) 8, (iv) 14 mM glucose at gold nanoparticles on ITO immersed in 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7. (B) Plot of 

the peak current versus glucose concentration. 
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3.3.3 Suppressing Gold Nanoparticle Catalyst Poisoning with Polymer of 

Intrinsic Microporosity (PIM) Coating 

Phosphate has been shown to compete with glucose for the active catalyst surface sites and 

many other molecules and ions potentially interfere or poison the catalyst surface. In order to 

explore poisoning and the remediating effects of a porous PIM-EA-TB polymer film two cases 

are studied: (i) bovine serum albumin and (ii) chloride.  

 

The coating of the polymer of intrinsic microporosity (PIM) PIM-EA-TB is applied by spin-

coating to give approximately 500 nm thick films. This type of film has recently been shown 

to allow small ions and molecules such as formic acid to pass with electrocatalysts working 

just as well with or without this coating (demonstrated for formic acid oxidation on 

palladium17). Here the PIM coating is shown to not detrimentally affect the glucose oxidation 

(see Fig.3.6A) with clear oxidation peaks detected at 0.3 V vs. SCE. The plot of the peak current 

versus glucose concentration has an extended range into higher glucose concentrations (see 

Fig.3.6B), indicative of less competition to phosphate buffer (the activity of the phosphate 

buffer is believed to be lower in the PIM environment).   
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Figure 3. 6. (A) Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate 5 mVs-1, start point 0.0 V vs. SCE) for the oxidation of (i) 2, 

(ii) 4, (iii) 8, (iv) 14 mM glucose at gold nanoparticle on ITO, coated with 500 nm PIM, and immersed in 0.1 M 

phosphate buffer pH 7. (B) Plot of the peak current for glucose oxidation versus glucose concentration. (C) Cyclic 

voltammograms (scan rate 5 mVs-1) for the oxidation of 14 mM glucose at gold nanoparticle on ITO immersed in 

0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7 (i) without and (ii) with BSA (3 mg in 50 cm-3 solution) and the same experiment 

with PIM coating (iii) without and (iv) with BSA. 

 

When adding bovine serum albumin (BSA) as a known catalyst poison28, a dramatic change is 

observed in the glucose oxidation current. Fig.3.6C (i) and (ii) show the current for glucose 

oxidation on bare gold nanoparticle catalyst before and after addition BSA (3 mg in 50 cm3 

solution), respectively. The same experiment was repeated with PIM coating (see Fig.3.6C (iii) 
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and (iv)) with no detrimental effect of the protein. It is likely that the PIM coating can repel the 

protein based on size exclusion. 

 

A further severe poisoning effect on the gold nanoparticle electrocatalyst is induced by chloride. 

An addition of 10 mM chloride into 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7 almost completely eliminates 

the catalytic glucose oxidation (see Fig.3.7A (i) and (ii)). When the PIM coating is applied this 

effect is considerably less dramatic. In Fig.3.7A (iii) and (iv) the glucose oxidation for 8 mM 

glucose in 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7 is shown without and with 10 mM chloride, 

respectively, and only a 50% drop in current occurs. Therefore the PIM membrane changes the 

access of chloride to the catalyst surface (e.g. by competition of phosphate and chloride for 

PIM anion sites).  
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Figure 3. 7. (A) Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate 5 mVs-1, start point 0.0 V vs. SCE) for the oxidation of 8 mM 

glucose at gold nanoparticles on ITO immersed in 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7 (i) without and (ii) with 10 mM 

chloride and the same experiment with PIM coating (iii) without and (iv) with 10 mM chloride. (B) (A) Cyclic 

voltammograms (scan rate 5 mVs-1) for the oxidation of 8 mM glucose at gold nanoparticles on ITO with PIM 

coating immersed in 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7 with (i) 0, (ii) 2, (iii) 10, (iv) 50, (v) 100 mM chloride. (C) (A) 

Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate 5 mVs-1) for the oxidation of 8 mM glucose at gold nanoparticles on ITO with 

PIM coating immersed in 0.01 M phosphate buffer pH 7 with (i) 0, (ii) 2, (iii) 10, (iv) 50, (iv) 100 mM chloride. 

(D) Plot of the peak current for glucose oxidation versus chloride concentration for 0.1 and 0.01 M phosphate 

buffer pH 7. 

 

These experiments were repeated systematically for a range of chloride concentrations and for 

two phosphate buffer concentrations. The plot in Figure 3.7D shows both the effect of the lower 

buffer concentration increasing the glucose oxidation current and the effect of chloride 
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reducing the catalyst activity. The observed data plot is again consistent with the model of 

competitive Langmuirian binding (equation 3-1). Interestingly, with the PIM coating the gold 

nanoparticle electrocatalyst is able to effectively operate even in 20 mM chloride. Typical 

blood serum levels of chloride are higher and therefore the improvement in catalyst 

performance is still not sufficient. However, the observed improvement with a thin PIM film 

coating is promising and future development could focus on (i) improved PIM materials in 

terms of molecular structure and pore structure for controlling access of poisons to the catalyst 

and (ii) improved design of the “electrocatalyst PIM environment” to optimise conditions in 

the reaction zone close to the active catalyst sites. 

 

3.4 Conclusion 

It has been shown that novel PIM materials such as PIM-EA-TB with extremely high surface 

area and ability to be protonated (to be semipermeable towards anions) provide a new class of 

electrochemically effective components for application in electrocatalysis, for example for 

energy harvesting and sensing. The rigid nature of the PIM polymer backbone minimises 

structural fluctuations and leads to a stable pore size for selective transport of neutral and 

charged species. When protonated, the PIM-EA-TB film exhibits some degree of anion 

selectivity with potential benefits in electrocatalytic processes (e.g. widening the linear range, 

influencing competitive binding equilibria). Here, the oxidation of glucose on gold at pH 7 in 

phosphate buffer is investigated as a first model case. Three types of effects on the catalyst 

performance are observed: 

 

(i) The size selection effect of PIM pores allows poisoning from larger proteins 

such as bovine serum albumin to be suppressed 

(ii) The anion selection effect allows access of chloride to the catalyst surface to be 

reduced (in competition to phosphate) 

(iii) The change in anion activity in the catalyst reaction zone (e.g. reduced 

phosphate binding relative to glucose binding and extended linear range)  

 

In future novel PIM materials could be designed and further improved by molecular control 

over pore size, pore shape, pore charge distribution, etc. In contrast to hydrogels, the novel 

PIM materials are highly stable and more dense to impose a stronger effect on the membrane 
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permeability and catalyst environment. Rigidity and the molecular structure of the PIM 

polymer backbone play a key role in introducing new functionality and novel effects. 
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Chapter 4: High Density Heterogenisation of 

Molecular Electrocatalysts in a Rigid Intrinsically 

Microporous Polymer Host 

Chapter Abstract 

A water-insoluble polymer with intrinsic microporosity (or PIM, here for the particular case of 

the Tröger’s base system PIM-EA-TB, BET area ca. 103 m2g-1) is demonstrated to act as a rigid 

host environment for highly water-insoluble molecular catalysts, here tetraphenylporphyrinato-

iron (FeTPP), surrounded by aqueous solution-filled micropores. A PIM-EA-TB film 

containing catalyst is deposited onto the electrode and immersed for voltammetry (i) with 4-

(3-phenyl-propyl)-pyridine to give an organogel, or (ii) bare directly into aqueous solution. The 

porous host allows processes to be optimised as a function of solution phase, composition, and 

catalyst loading. Effective electron transfer as well as effective electrocatalysis is reported for 

aqueous oxygen and peroxide reduction. Given the use of completely water-insoluble catalyst 

systems, the methodology offers potential for application with a wide range of hitherto 

unexplored molecular electrocatalysts and catalyst combinations in aqueous media. 

 

Graphical Abstract:   
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4.1 Introduction 

High density heterogenisation of molecular catalysts and/or catalyst systems is desirable (i) to 

exploit the benefits of assembled molecular catalysts at electrode surfaces, (ii) to avoid catalyst 

losses due to dissolution and separation, (iii) to enable “families” or “ensembles” of catalysts 

and co-catalysts to be assembled into active films, and (iv) to allow screening of catalyst 

activity as a function of solvent system, electrolyte, ionic strength, or pH. Most commonly 

applied are direct surface immobilisation strategies based on adsorption of catalysts1,2, 

electrostatic attachment3 or covalent attachment via carbon4 or ethyny5 bonds. These methods 

require suitable surfaces, high surface area, and carefully executed surface chemistry. An 

alternative strategy can be based on porous host materials such as conducting polymer6, 

network polymers7, zeolites8, intercalation materials9, sol-gels10, which in turn need to be 

immobilised or pasted11 into the electrode material. In particular gels and polymer hosts are 

beneficial and readily applied, although stability of these host materials, aging, cross-linking, 

and non-rigidity causing mobility of guest species can be problematic. 

 

Recently, a novel family of highly rigid and therefore highly intrinsically microporous polymer 

(PIM) materials has been proposed12,13. In dry gas media these porous polymers allow gas 

separation14 and gas storage15. When immersed in electrolyte media and in particular when 

carrying intrinsic charge (e.g. the poly-amine PIM-EA-TB when protonated, see Fig.4.1A16), 

these rigid and microporous polymer materials become desirable for applications in 

electrochemistry17,18.  
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Figure 4.1. (A) Molecular structure of PIM-EA-TB. (B) Molecular structure of FeTPP. Also shown are schematic 

drawings of (C) PIM immobilised onto an electrode, (D) with FeTPP immobilised into the rigid microporous 

structure, and (E) with PPP to form a separate organic gel phase. 

 

In this report, it is demonstrated that the microporous PIM-EA-TB offers an ideal rigid 

(suppressing Ostwald ripening by supressing surface diffusing) environment for molecular 

catalysts, such as the water-insoluble model system FeTPP (see Fig.4.1B). Fig.4.1D represents 

a schematic depiction of the case of molecular FeTPP catalyst randomly distributed within the 

rigid host and surrounded by aqueous electrolyte. Figure 4.1E depicts the case of a water-

immiscible organic solvent, here 4-(3-phenyl-propyl)-pyridine or PPP19, co-deposited into the 

porous PIM-EA-TB host to give an organogel, which is used here to characterise the chemically 

reversible one-electron transformation Fe(II/III)TPP (with coordination of PPP in L1 and L2 

position, Fig.4.1B) coupled to anion transfer from the aqueous phase. The aqueous system 

(Fig.4.1D) is demonstrated for the electrocatalytic reduction of oxygen and of hydrogen 

peroxide.  
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4.2 Experimental 

4.2.1 Chemical Reagents 

4-(3-phenylpropyl)-pyridine (Aldrich, 97%), 5,10,15,20-tetraphenyl-21H,23H-porphine 

iron(III) chloride (FeTPPCl, Aldrich), phosphoric acid (Fischer Scientific, 85%wt), sodium 

hydroxide (Aldrich, >97%), dimethylformamide (Aldrich, HPLC grade, >99.9%), NaClO4, 

NaPF6, NaNO3 (Aldrich), hydrogen peroxide (Acros Organics, 35%wt) were used as received. 

PIM-EA-TB was prepared following a literature recipe16. Solutions were prepared with filtered 

and deionized water of resistivity 18.2 MΩ cm from a Thermo Scientific water purification 

system. 

 

4.2.2 Instrumentation 

 A potentiostat system (IVIUM Compactstat) was employed with a Pt wire counter electrode 

and a KCl-saturated calomel reference (SCE, Radiometer, Denmark). The working electrode 

was a glassy carbon electrode (3 mm diameter, BAS). The UV/Vis experiments were 

performed with a Varian UV-Visible spectrophotometer. All experiments were conducted at a 

temperature of 293 ± 2K. 

 

4.2.3 Procedures for Electrode Preparation 

Solution A of PIM-EA-TB (1 mg cm-3) in dimethylformamide (DMF) acidified with 5 L 

HClO4 was prepared. Solution B of FeTPPCl (1 mg cm-3) in DMF solution was prepared. Then 

solution A and B were mixed and 1 L deposited onto the glassy carbon electrode surface with 

solvent evaporation at 90 oC in an oven. A free-standing membrane 1:1 FeTPPCl:PIM was 

prepared by solution evaporation in a Teflon mould (see Fig.4.2B). Films deposited onto glass 

slides were characterised by UV/Vis (Fig. 4. 2A) and the characteristic Soret band at 414 nm20 

is observed. 
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Figure 4. 2. (A) UV/Vis spectra for (i) 0.1 mg cm-3 FeTPPCl in DMF, (ii) a film of 1:5 FeTPPCl:PIM, and (iii) a 

film of 5:1 FeTPPCl:PIM (ii and iii are offset for clarity). (B) Photograph of a free-standing PIM-TeTPP 

membrane. 

 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 PIM-Catalyst Films I.: Voltammetry of FeTPP in Organogel 

Environments 

In order to investigate the immobilised FeTPP redox system initially the organic solvent 4-(3-

phenyl-propyl)-pyridine or PPP is applied to the FeTPP-PIM film to give a water-immiscible 

organogel film (see Fig. 4.3A). The liquid-liquid interface are established between organogel 

and liquid interface. The electron transfer at the electrode surface is coupled to ion transfer at 

liquid-liquid interface. The axial positions L1 and L2 (see Fig.4.1B) are likely to be occupied 

by the pyridine-derivative solvent giving chemically reversible one-electron character to the 

Fe(III/II)TPP redox system21 (equation 4.1). 

 

Fe(III)TPP+(org)    +    A-(org)    +   e-          Fe(II)TPP(org)     +     A-(aq)        (4.1) 
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The anion A-(aq) here is the perchlorate anion, which is transferred between organic and 

aqueous phase with a midpoint potential of 0.145 V vs. SCE consistent with literature reports. 

By varying the type of anion from PF6
- to ClO4

- to NO3
- a characteristic sequence of midpoint 

potentials is observed (Fig.4.3Biv-vi) due to the variation in anion transfer potential21. 

 

 

Figure 4. 3. (A) Schematic drawing of the liquid|liquid anion transfer process coupled to the FeTPP+/0 redox 

process at the electrode surface. (B) Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate 20 mVs-1) for the oxidation of FeTPP 

immobilised into PIM and coated with PPP (to give an organogel phase separate from the aqueous phase) 

immersed in 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7 with 0.1 M NaClO4 for FeTPP:PIM weight ratios (i) 1:1, (ii) 1:5, (iii) 

1:20. Also shown are data for 1:1 FeTPP:PIM immersed in phosphate buffer with (iv) 0.1 M NaPF6, (v) 0.1 M 

NaClO4, and (vi) NaNO3. (C) Plot (double logarithmic) of the peak current for the oxidation of FeTPP:PIM 1:1 

in phosphate buffer with 0.1 M NaClO4 as a function of scan rate. 

 

When varying the FeTPP:PIM film composition from 1:1 to 1:5 to 1:20 (by weight) the peak 

current for both oxidation and back-reduction changes accordingly (Fig.4.3Bi-iii). The effect 

of scan rate is investigated for FeTPP:PIM 1:1 as shown in Figure 4.3C. At lower scan rates up 

to ca. 50 mVs-1, an approximately linear increase in peak current with scan rate is indicative of 

a nearly complete electrolysis of the FeTPP contained in the film (thin film case, the charge 

under the peak, ca. 30μC, is consistent with the amount of deposit). At higher scan rates 

approximately square root dependence of peak current versus scan rate is indicative of diffusion 

(thick film case). Overall, an active organogel film containing FeTPP-PIM surrounded by 

solvent is demonstrated. In these films FeTPP is not catalytically active due to axial pyridine 

ligands. Next, the electrocatalytic characteristics in purely aqueous media without organic 

phase are investigated. Under this condition, there is no voltammetry response for the catalysts 

FeTPP itself. 
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4.3.2 PIM-Catalyst Films II.: Voltammetry of FeTPP in Aqueous 

Environments 

The molecular catalyst FeTPP and derivatives thereof have biomimetic significance and have 

been employed previously in oxidation chemistry as well as in the electrocatalytic reduction of 

O2 and CO2
22. When immobilised in the form of the FeTPP-PIM film and immersed into 

aqueous 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 2, there is no direct electrochemical response to be 

attributed to the FeTPP catalyst. However, the catalytic reduction of oxygen (ca. 0.18 mM 

ambient concentration23) is readily detected at -0.044 V vs. SCE with a peak current of -17 A 

(see Fig.4.4B). In contrast, at bare glassy carbon or PIM-EA-TB coated glassy carbon, this 

reduction peak is shifted more negative by ca. 0.4 V (not shown). The peak current in the 

presence of catalyst can be compared to the value estimated by the Randles-Sevcik equation24 

(equation 4.2). 

 

 2/12/12/351069.2 cvADnI peak  16 A                                                            (4.2) 

 

In this equation the diffusion controlled peak current Ipeak is expressed in terms of n, the number 

of electrons transferred per molecule diffusing to the electrode surface, A = 7.1 × 10-6 m2, the 

geometric electrode area, D = 1.65 × 10-9 m2s-1, the diffusion coefficient for oxygen, c = 0.18 

mM, the ambient concentration of oxygen, and v, the scan rate. The agreement is good and a 

four-electron reduction appears likely. When adding H2O2 into the solution to give a 4 mM 

concentration, the cathodic current increases accordingly (Fig.4.4Bi), consistent with catalytic 

reduction of H2O2 to water at the potential of oxygen reduction. 
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Figure 4. 4. (A) Schematic drawing of the FeTPP-PIM film coated electrode immersed in aqueous electrolyte. 

(B) Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate 20 mVs-1) for the reduction of ambient oxygen (blue) and 4 mM H2O2 (red) 

at electrodes coated with (i) 1:1, (ii) 1:2, (iii) 1:5, (iv) 1:10, (v) 1:20, and (vi) 1:40 weight ratio FeTPP:PIM 

immersed in aqueous 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 2. (C) Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate 20 mVs-1) for the 

reduction of ambient oxygen (blue) and 4 mM H2O2 (red) at electrodes coated with 1:5 FeTPP:PIM immersed in 

aqueous 0.1 M phosphate buffer at pH (i) 2, (ii) 4, (iii) 7, (iv) 9, and (v) 12. 

 

When changing the FeTPP:PIM ratio, the cathodic response for the reduction of oxygen 

remains approximately constant (with a decrease in peak current to ca. 10 A), however, the 

reduction of H2O2 is substantially suppressed at ca. 1:10 weight ratio. Therefore, a high 

concentration of FeTPP in PIM is necessary for the reduction of H2O2 to water, but not for the 

reduction of oxygen to H2O2, indicative of two mechanisms. 

 

When changing the pH of the solution, significant changes in catalytic activity are observed 

(see Fig.4.4C for FeTPP:PIM 1:5). For the oxygen reduction only a shift in peak potential (ca. 

40 mV per pH unit) is observed with the peak current remaining approximately constant (i.e. 

the electrocatalytic reduction remains a four-electron process). However, the reduction of H2O2 
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is suppressed at pH 4 and pH 7 and then re-emerges at pH 9. These changes are likely to be 

linked to (i) the presence of reaction intermediates, (ii) the inter-catalyst site distance, (iii) 

disproportionation/dismutation processes, as well as (iv) charge transport within the film and 

require further study.  

 

4.4 Conclusion 

It has been shown that a highly water-insoluble molecular electrocatalyst, FeTPPCl, is readily 

immobilised in a rigid microporous PIM-EA-TB polymer film. Electrochemical activity is 

demonstrated in the presence of an organic solvent (with PPP as water-insoluble organic phase 

liquid-liquid anion transfer coupled to electron transfer is observed) and electrocatalytic 

activity is demonstrated in aqueous electrolyte media. Four-electron reduction of oxygen and 

two-electron reduction of hydrogen peroxide occur at a similar potential with both (i) the 

density of electrocatalyst in the polymer matrix and (ii) the pH playing a crucial role in making 

the catalytic reaction effective. 

 

In future, a broader range of PIM-hosts for electrocatalysts could be developed specifically for 

application in sensing and/or in fuel cell catalysis. High density co-immobilisation of several 

catalysts and co-catalysts in layers or nano-structures (mimicking bio-films) will allow 

reactions to be controlled and/or coupled effectively.  
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Chapter 5: Polymers of Intrinsic Microporosity in 

Electrochemistry: Anion Uptake and Transport 

Effects in Thin Film Electrodes and in Free-Standing 

Ionic Diode Membranes 

Chapter Abstract 

Anion uptake and charge transport in a Polymer of Intrinsic Microporosity (here PIM-EA-TB) 

is investigated for three cases: (i) the oxidation of ferrocene embedded into a thin film of PIM-

EA-TB on a glassy carbon electrode, (ii) the reduction of protons absorbed into a thin film of 

PIM-EA-TB on a platinum electrode, and (iii) the potential-driven transport of anions and 

protons in an asymmetrically deposited free-standing PIM-EA-TB membrane working as a 

current rectifier or “ionic diode”. In all three cases the competing effects of the diameter and 

hydrophobicity (size and hydration energy) of the anion are important. For free-standing 

membranes very high ionic diode rectification ratios (>103 at +/-1 V) are observed in particular 

for thicker deposits of PIM-EA-TB and for chloride or perchlorate containing electrolyte. 

 

Graphical Abstract:   
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5.1 Introduction 

Novel porous materials and membranes are constantly introduced into applications in 

electrochemistry due to the rapidly progressing research in the field of microporous materials1–

3. The development of Polymers of Intrinsic Microporosity (PIMs) has resulted in significant 

interest particularly over last three years due to features combining microporosity with 

chemical stability and processability4. In general, the class of structure-tuneable PIM molecules 

is characterized by very high specific surface area (reaching over 1000 m2g-1)5, a rigid 

molecular structure, permanent porosity, and size-dependent permeability for example for gas 

separation applications6. PIMs have been proposed for gas management systems with a 

particular attention to storage7 and separation8. PIMs have also been employed as high 

temperature templates for metal oxide nanostructures9. 

 

More recently, microporous PIM materials have been introduced directly to electrochemistry, 

where potential applications range from novel approaches to catalyst heterogenisation10, fuel 

cell catalyst stabilisation11, switchable membranes12, and water desalination13. In our previous 

articles, we have reported in particular the use of a PIM material obtained in a Tröger’s base 

(TB) polymerization of diaminoethanoanthracene (EA), PIM-EA-TB (see molecular structure 

indicated in Fig.5.1, average molecular weight ca. 70kDa, BET surface area >1000 m2 g-1), as 

a host for tetraphenylporphyrinato-iron metal complexes10, as a protective layer for gold 

nanoparticles during glucose oxidation14, and as a host for immobilising TEMPO-

electrocatalysts onto electrode surfaces for the heterogeneous electro-oxidation of 

carbohydrates15 and primary alcohols16. PIM-EA-TB membranes contain tertiary amine sites 

and may be regarded as mixed cation/anion conductors. When deposited into micropores, PIM-

EA-TB has been shown to act as current rectifier or “ionic diode”12,13. A more in-depth 

understanding of processes in PIM-EA-TB membranes is desirable in order to further broaden 

the range of applications in electrochemistry and to widen the scientific scope. This report 

focuses on the interaction of different types of anions with PIM-EA-TB and in particular the 

selectivity towards perchlorate. 

 

The perchlorate anion is a pollutant17 and a strong oxidant produced in large amounts by 

industrial companies all over the world. As an extremely mobile ion, it may easily travel within 

surface waters and reservoirs with a very slow rate of degradation. Water contaminated with 
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perchlorate is deemed harmful and new methods for electroanalytical detection have been 

proposed18. However long-term effects are not fully understood. Having the same ionic radius 

as iodine anions results in an inhibition of iodine uptake into thyroid (perchlorate competes 

with iodide intake), and therefore decreased release of thyroid hormones into the human body. 

Phyto-mediated removal of perchlorate has been proposed19. Similar effects have been 

observed also in bodies of fishes and rats left in the presence of this contaminant. Here, it is 

shown that perchlorate can interact with PIM-EA-TB membranes preferentially when 

compared to other more hydrophilic anions. 

 

 

Figure 5.1. Schematic drawing of (A) a film of PIM-EA-TB with ferrocene embedded as redox active component, 

(B) a film of PIM-EA-TB with protons as redox active component, and (C) a free-standing membrane of PIM-

EA-TB with cation and anion transport resulting in ionic diode characteristics. 
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We present an investigation of the effects of anions, in particular perchlorate, on the reactivity 

of PIM-EA-TB for three types of processes (Fig.5.1). PIM-EA-TB (see molecular structure in 

Fig.5.2) has the ability to act as poly-cation when protonated, which allows anion transport 

through micropores. However, little is known about the mobility of anions and of protons and 

the link between charge transport and state of protonation and hydration. Protonation of the 

PIM-EA-TB membrane introduces both anions and protons (due to electro-neutrality). 

Therefore the mobility of both anions and protons should depend on the state of protonation as 

well as on effects of hydration.  

 

In the first part of this report the oxidation of ferrocene (as a model redox system, Fig.5.1A) 

immobilised into a PIM-EA-TB film and immersed into aqueous electrolyte solution is 

investigated. The ferrocene - ferricenium redox system is successfully contained by PIM-EA-

TB at the electrode surface and the role of perchlorate and tetrafluoroborate in enhancing the 

current responses is demonstrated. Then, the protonation of the PIM-EA-TB film (Fig.5.1B) is 

investigated directly by reduction of protons at platinum to molecular hydrogen. Perchlorate is 

shown to enhance protonation, although only a very small fraction of protons can be reduced 

at the electrode surface to molecular hydrogen. The question of coupled proton/anion mobility 

in the PIM-EA-TB film is raised. Finally, in preliminary and exploratory experiments films of 

PIM-EA-TB immobilised in a 20 m diameter pore are shown to give rise to strong “ionic 

diode” phenomena and current responses which are strongly anion dependent. Chloride and 

perchlorate are proposed to act as “catalyst” for proton conduction to explain very high current 

rectification effects. 

  

5.2 Experimental 

5.2.1 Chemical Reagents 

Sodium phosphate dibasic heptahydrate, sodium tetrafluoroborate, sodium chloride, sodium 

sulphate decahydrate, sodium perchlorate, potassium perchlorate, lithium perchlorate, 

ferrocene, eosin Y, agarose, phosphoric acid, formic acid, perchloric acid, hydrochloric acid, 

and chloroform were purchased from Sigma Aldrich or Fluka and used as received. PIM-EA-

TB was synthesized according to the literature recipe20. Aqueous solutions were prepared with 
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filtered and deionized water of resistivity 18 MΩ cm (at 20 oC) from a Thermo Scientific water 

purification system. 

 

5.2.2 Instrumentation 

A potentiostat system (Metrohm micro-Autolab II) was employed with a conventional three-

electrode cell configuration: a Pt wire as a counter electrode and a KCl-saturated calomel 

electrode (SCE, Radiometer, Copenhagen) as a reference. A glassy carbon electrode with a 

diameter of 3 mm was used as a working electrode for ferrocene oxidation experiments. A 1.6 

mm diameter platinum electrode was employed for protonation experiments. For membrane 

experiments an Ivium Compactstat system in 4-electrode configuration was employed 

(counter/reference in one half cell and working/sense in the opposite half-cell, see Figure 2A). 

All experiments were conducted at a temperature of 293 ± 2 K. 

 

5.2.3 Procedures 

For film voltammetry, a solution of ferrocene was prepared by dissolving 5 mg in 1 cm3 of 

chloroform to give a ca. 27 mM solution. A solution of PIM-EA-TB (MW ca. 70 kDa) was 

prepared by dissolving 5 mg of the polymer in 1 cm3 of chloroform. One volume of ferrocene 

solution and an appropriate volume of PIM-EA-TB solution were mixed for deposition and 

stored in the dark at 4 °C. An appropriate amount of ferrocene with PIM-EA-TB polymer 

(typically 5 L) was pipetted directly on the surface of the 3 mm diameter glassy carbon 

electrode and the deposit dried in air flow under a fume hood. For PIM-EA-TB protonation 

experiments a solution of 1 mg PIM-EA-TB in 1 cm3 chloroform was used. A 5 L volume 

was deposited onto a 1.6 mm diameter platinum electrode. After evaporation of the chloroform 

the electrode was immersed into buffer solution. 

 

For experiments with PIM-EA-TB membrane, a poly-(ethylene-terephthalate) (PET) film (6 

m thick with a 20 m pore laser drilled into the centre12, see Fig.5.2) was first placed onto 1% 

agarose gel (to block one surface) and then a solution PIM-EA-TB in chloroform was applied. 

The solvent was allowed to air-dry and the PET is then lifted off the agarose gel to give 

asymmetric “one-sided” deposits. Fluorescence imaging of the PIM-EA-TB deposit (soaked in 
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the 1 mM fluorescent dye eosin Y in ethanol for 12 h) shows that one side of the PET film (left) 

is coated with an approximately 10 m thick film whereas the other side of the membrane 

(right) has a small area with only the 20 m diameter pore exposed to the solution phase. 

Membrane voltammetry was performed in four-electrode configuration (Fig.5.2A) with 

counter/reference and working/sense immersed in opposite sides of the electrochemical cell. 

The side of the membrane with the PIM-EA-TB deposit is placed facing the working electrode. 

 

 

Fig 5.2. (A) Schematic drawing of the experimental four-electrode configuration with PIM-EA-TB deposited into 

a 20 m diameter pore in PET. (B) Layered fluorescence microscopy images, (C) z-stack images, and (D) the 

reconstructed cross section (side view) showing the PIM-EA-TB with eosin Y adsorbed in the pore region. The 

underlying PET film is indicated but invisible under these conditions. 
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5.3 Results and Discussion 

5.3.1 Anion Effects on the Oxidation of Ferrocene Embedded in PIM-EA-TB 

Ferrocene is a well-known one-electron redox species widely studied in organic solvents21, but 

also recognised to be electrochemically active in aqueous electrolyte media22. The ferrocene 

molecule is known to be reversibly oxidized and reduced for example at a glassy carbon 

electrode (equation 5.1). 

 

Ferrocene itself is only poorly soluble in aqueous media. However, when oxidized to the 

ferricenium cation, it becomes slightly more soluble and a part of the solid deposit leaves the 

electrode surface via diffusion into the solution phase22. Figure 5.3A shows data from 

voltammetry experiments with pure solid ferrocene deposited onto a glassy carbon electrode 

and immersed into 0.1 M NaClO4 solution. After 10 consecutive potential cycles a clear loss 

of redox active material is observed. However, when co-deposited with PIM-EA-TB as a rigid 

host, the loss can be suppressed. Data in Figure 5.3B-5.3D demonstrate that with a decreasing 

content of ferrocene in the polymer host film, the voltammetric responses stabilise. For 17 wt% 

ferrocene in PIM-EA-TB (or a 1:5 weight ratio) the voltammetric response appears completely 

stable so that further investigations are possible. The PIM-EA-TB host material has to be seen 

here as a highly rigid framework that allows ferrocene to be retained even when switching the 

redox state and when anion (here perchlorate) uptake and expulsion occurs in conjunction with 

the ferrocene oxidation and back-reduction. 

(5.1) 
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Figure 5.3. Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate 100 mVs-1) for the oxidation of a deposit of (A) ferrocene, (B) 

ferrocene-PIM-EA-TB 1:1, (C) 1:3, (D) 1:5 (black curve 1st cycle, green curve 5th cycle, red curve 10th cycle) at 

a 3 mm diameter glassy carbon electrode immersed in aqueous 0.1 M NaClO4. (E) As in D, but comparing black 

0.1 M KClO4, green 0.1 M LiClO4, red 0.1 M NaClO4. (F) Plot (double logarithmic) of the charge under the 

oxidation peak (comparing K+, Na+, Li+) versus scan rate with a dotted line indicating slope –½. 

 

In order to investigate the effect of electrolyte cation during oxidation and back-reduction of 

ferrocene immobilized in PIM-EA-TB, aqueous solutions of lithium, sodium and potassium 

salts of perchloric acid have been used as electrolyte. Figure 5.3E shows that there is no 
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particular discernible difference between all cations used. Therefore only anion uptake and 

expulsion in the PIM-EA-TB film appears to be important. Repeat experiments at a range of 

potential scan rates were performed and a double-logarithmic plot of peak charge versus scan 

rate reveals a -1/2 slope consistent with diffusion control (Figure 5.3F) for all three cations. 

Therefore, it is likely that in this case the rate limiting diffusion process is that of the perchlorate 

anions through the PIM-EA-TB - ferrocene composite films (vide infra). 

 

The investigation of the effect of the electrolyte anion was carried out using 0.1 M sodium salts 

of perchlorate, tetrafluoroborate, chloride, phosphate, sulfate and tetraphenylborate (Figure 

5.4). With ferrocene - PIM-EA-TB (1:5) immobilised at the glassy carbon electrode well-

defined voltammetric responses were obtained for NaClO4 and for NaBF4 (Figure 5.4A and 

5.4B, respectively). Peak-to-peak separation values for ClO4
- and for BF4

- anions are below 

Ep ≈ 100 mV (at a scan rate of 100 mVs-1) indicative of close to reversible conditions. Peak 

currents suggest diffusion rates for BF4
- even higher compared to those for ClO4

-. Perhaps 

surprisingly, for other types of anions the behaviour becomes much more complicated. When 

NaCl (Figure 5.4C) is employed as electrolyte, peak responses can still be observed, however 

their shape is distorted in particular for the anodic reaction. In aqueous electrolyte media 

containing Na2HPO4 (Figure 5.4D) and Na2SO4 (Figure 5.4E) only weak and ill-defined 

oxidation and back-reduction peaks are observed. Data in Figure 5.4F is for the oxidation of 

ferrocene - PIM-EA-TB in the presence of tetraphenylborate anions. Only very weak responses 

are observed indicative of suppressed redox activity most likely due to tetraphenylborate anions 

being too bulky to diffuse into the microporous PIM-EA-TB host framework with pore sizes 

typically 1-2 nm12. A shift of the midpoint potential (here defined as Emid = ½ Ep,ox + ½ Ep,red) 

in sequence ClO4
- < BF4

- < Cl- can be interpreted in terms of the more hydrophilic chloride 

requiring a higher transfer potential to enter the more “organic” environment in the PIM-EA-

TB framework. However, peak responses for phosphate and for sulfate appear to deviate from 

this trend based on hydrophobicity (or more correctly on anion hydration energies), indicating 

that the role of hydration in these reactions is more complex compared to, for example, the 

simple case of anion transfer across a liquid|liquid phase boundary23. Some part of the 

hydration shell may be retained by the anions, in particular for strongly hydrated anions. 
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Figure 5.4. Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate 100 mVs-1) for 1:5 ferrocene – PIM-EA-TB deposited on a glassy 

carbon electrode and immersed in (A) 0.1 M NaClO4, (b) 0.1 M NaBF4, (C) 0.1 M NaCl, (D) 0.1 M Na2HPO4, (E) 

0.1 M Na2SO4, and (D) 0.1 M NaBPh4. (G) Double logarithmic plot of the charge under the oxidation peak versus 

scan rate for the different anions. 
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It appears that the PIM-EA-TB membrane is selective towards certain hydrophobic (and not 

too big) anions, in particular BF4
- and perchlorate, giving significantly higher current responses. 

To further investigate this effect, ferrocene - PIM-EA-TB (1:5) immobilised at a glassy carbon 

electrode was immersed initially in 0.1 M Na2HPO4. Cyclic voltammograms were obtained 

(see Fig.5.5D) showing very low redox peak signals. Then, appropriate amounts of NaClO4 

were added and cyclic voltammograms were recorded as a function of perchlorate 

concentration. An increase in oxidation and back-reduction peaks suggest that the ferrocene -

PIM-EA-TB membrane may be affected by perchlorate anions even at the level of nano-molar 

concentration (Fig.5.5E). At this low level, traces of perchlorate are likely to carry over into 

other experiments to cause contamination or “memory” effects. Figure 5.5A shows ferrocene 

– PIM-EA-Tb (1:5) co-deposited and immersed in 0.1 M NaClO4. Voltammograms were 

obtained with scan rate 100 mVs-1 giving well-developed redox peaks (Fig.5.5A). 

Subsequently, the electrode was transferred into 0.1 M solution of Na2HPO4 and studied at the 

same scan rate. The change of the electrolyte results in continuing decrease of current peak 

values for the reversible oxidation of ferrocene linked to only gradual loss of perchlorate. The 

process is reversed when the electrode is immersed back into 0.1 M NaClO4. From these 

measurements it is clear that perchlorate is retained to some extent in the PIM-EA-TB host film 

and “memory” effects have to be taken into account.  

 

The special nature of perchlorate (and BF4
-) in the PIM-EA-TB host framework may be linked 

to the size of the hydrated versus the dehydrated anion as well as the energy for (partial) 

dehydration. It is interesting to compare mono-anion hydration energies24 for BF4
- -200 kJmol-

1, ClO4
- -219 kJmol-1, Cl- -347 kJmol-1, HSO4

- -335 kJmol-1, H2PO4
- -473 kJmol-1, acetate -373 

kJmol-1, and tetraphenylborate 42 kJmol-1. If partial dehydration of anions is necessary for 

uptake and transport in the PIM-EA-TB film environment, then BF4
- and ClO4

- are clearly 

preferred. Dehydration of chloride is energetically much more costly. Tetraphenylborate, 

although being associated with a very low hydration energy, appears too bulky to allow 

permeation into PIM-EA-TB. Anion effects will be investigated further for the case of 

protonation.  
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Figure 5.5. Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate 100 mVs-1) for ferrocene – PIM-EA-TB (1:5) film deposited onto 

glassy carbon and immersed initially (A) 0.1 M NaClO4, (B) then transferred to 0.1 M Na2HPO4 (three consecutive 

cycles: black 1st, green 5th, red 10th), (C) then transferred back to 0.1 M NaClO4 (three consecutive cycles: black 

1st, green 5th, red 10th). (D) Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate 100 mVs-1) for ferrocene – PIM-EA-TB (1:5) 

immersed in 0.1 M Na2HPO4 with small additions of ClO4
- causing a voltammetric signal to emerge. (E) Plot of 

the anodic peak current versus concentration of ClO4
- added. 
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5.3.2 Anion Effects for the Reduction of Protons Absorbed into PIM-EA-TB 

The structure of PIM-EA-TB contains two backbone nitrogen atoms in the form of tertiary 

amines linked to the phenyl group (see Fig.5.2). The pKA values for the two amines has been 

suggested to be in the range of 4.0 for the first protonation and 0.4 for the second protonation13. 

These values are likely to be environment/electrolyte dependent and impedance conductivity 

measurements have confirmed that protonation starting at pH 512 is associated with an increase 

in conductivity. In order to more directly investigate the protonation of the PIM-EA-TB films 

immobilised at a platinum electrode surface, the electrode was first immersed into a buffer 

solution (step 1) and then immersed into neutral 0.1 M NaClO4 (step 2) for the reduction of 

immobilised protons to molecular hydrogen at the platinum electrode surface (equation 5.2).  

 

2 H+ (PIM-EA-TB)   +   2 e-               H2 (aq)                                                          (5.2) 

 

Figure 5.6B shows typical cyclic voltammetry responses with a well-defined reduction 

response at -0.55 V vs. SCE. The reduction is chemically irreversible due to hydrogen product 

diffusing away into the solution without being re-captured by oxidation. When repeating this 

experiment as a function of pH in the phosphate buffer solution (containing 0.1 M NaClO4 to 

avoid memory effects), a series of proton reduction peaks can be measured. The plot in Figure 

5.6C shows gradual protonation starting at pH 5 and continuing to pH 2. Similar experiments 

performed without NaClO4 in the buffer solution proved to be poorly reproducible and 

complicated by anion effects. The presence of perchlorate anions in the buffer during step 1 is 

important for reproducible protonation of the PIM-EA-TB film in agreement with observations 

during ferrocene oxidation (vide supra). The magnitude of the charge under the proton 

reduction peak (reaching 1 C) is indicative for only a very small fraction of the PIM-EA-TB 

film close to the platinum electrode being active (the charge expected for 3 L or 3 g deposit 

for single protonation is approx. 1 mC). Therefore, low proton mobility in the presence of 

anions appears to be important to explain the limited extent of proton reduction in these 

experiments. Next, anion and proton mobility and “ionic diode effects” are investigated for 

different anions in a free-standing PIM-EA-TB membrane. 
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Figure 5.6. (A) Description of the two step experiment with first immersion into phosphate buffer 

solution containing 0.1 M NaClO4 and second voltammetry in aqueous 0.1 M NaClO4. (B) Cyclic 

voltammograms (scan rate 5 mVs-1, at a 1.6 mm diameter platinum disc electrode) for the reduction of 

protons absorbed into 3 g PIM-EA-TB, 3 L. Electrodes were pretreated at (i) pH 6, (ii) pH 5, (iii) pH 

4, (iv) pH 3, (v) pH 2, and (vi) pH 1. (C) Plot of the charge under the proton reduction peak versus buffer 

pH. 

 

5.3.3 Anion Effects on Charge Transport through a Free-Standing Membrane 

of PIM-EA-TB 

Membrane electrochemical measurements are performed with a 6 m thick PET film with a 20 

m diameter pore drilled with a laser12. The PET-pore is filled initially by placing 3 times a 

2.5 L drop of PIM-EA-TB in chloroform (1 mg cm-3) over the surface (on agarose gel to 

reproducibly achieve asymmetric deposits, see experimental). After evaporation of the 
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chloroform, PIM-EA-TB uniformly covers the surface. Staining with eosin Y and fluorescence 

imaging allows the PIM-EA-TB material close to the pore to be visualised as highly 

asymmetric deposit (see Fig.5.2B) with a layer of approximately 10 m thickness coated only 

on one side. The surface area exposed to the aqueous solution phase is consistent with the 20 

m diameter pore area on one side and much more extended on the opposite coated side. This 

asymmetry causes a current rectification or “ionic diode” effect13 as shown in Figure 5.7. 

 

 

Figure 5.7. (A) Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate 20 mVs-1) for a 20 m diameter pore in PET asymmetrically 

filled with PIM-EA-TB between two half-cells with (A) 10 mM HCl, (B) 10 mM HClO4, (C) 10 mM H3PO4, and 

(iv) 10 mM HCOOH. Cyclic voltammograms are shown for (i) a deposit of 7.5 L 1 mg mL-1 PIM-EA-TB, (ii) 

the open pore, and (iii) a deposit of 7.5 L 4 mg mL-1 PIM-EA-TB. For measurements, the PET film was placed 

between two half-cell with 10 mM aqueous acid each (see experimental).   
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The membrane voltammetry experiment is performed in 4-electrode mode (counter / reference 

electrode in one half cell and working / sense electrode in the opposite half cell) to measure ion 

flow across the polarised membrane. Note that the PIM-EA-TB deposit is facing towards the 

working electrode. Figure 5.7A shows voltammetry data for the PET film sandwiched between 

two aqueous half cells with 10 mM HCl each. Steady state voltammetric responses (at a scan 

rate of 20 mVs-1) are observed for three cases: (i) a thin film of PIM-EA-TB (7.5 L of 1 mg 

mL-1), (ii) the open pore without PIM-EA-TB, and (iii) a thicker film of PIM-EA-TB (7.5 L 

of 4 mg mL-1). The voltammogram for the thin PIM-EA-TB deposit shows current rectification 

with low currents in the positive potential range (see “closed ionic diode”) and “Ohmic” 

characteristics in the negative potential range (see “open ionic diode”). It suggests that anions 

is conductive in PIM films and contribute to the open current in the negative range. Perhaps 

surprisingly, a thicker film of PIM-EA-TB considerably enhances the current rectification 

effect with currents in the positive potential range lower and currents in the negative potential 

range even higher than those observed for the open pore (vide infra).   

 

It is interesting to consider the magnitude of the currents. In the presence of 10 mM HCl, steady 

state currents (scan rate independent) plateauing at typically 3 A at -1 V are observed for 

charge transport through the protonated membranes. When going to more negative potentials 

the currents further increase presumably due to migration driven ion transport. The theoretical 

diffusion limited current only towards a 20 m diameter disc (pore) can be estimated based on 

microdisc voltammetry theory25  (equation 5.3). 

 

Idiffusion   =   4 F D c r   =   70 nA                                                                          (5.3) 

 

In this equation F is the Faraday constant, D is the diffusion coefficient for chloride 

(approximately 1.8 × 10-9 m2s-1 at 293 K26), c is the concentration, and r is the pore radius. The 

estimated anion diffusion only current, 70 nA, is much lower compared to the observed plateau 

current. Therefore proton transport must be occurring in addition to chloride anion transport. 

The diffusion coefficient for protons in water is an order of magnitude higher compared to that 

for chloride27 so that the observed initial current plateau can be explained (with an additional 

contributions from migration within the PIM-EA-TB membrane). Figure 5.8C schematically 

depicts the additional proton transport in the presence of partially hydrated chloride anions.  
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For 10 mM HClO4 in both half cells (Fig. 5.7B), a similar trend and strong rectification effects 

are evident. At positive applied potentials only very low currents flow due to a resistive 

“depletion layer” forming inside of the membrane (only at the low surface area side of the 

deposit facing the counter electrode). Figure 5.8A depicts the proposed mechanism in which 

deprotonation of the membrane occurs in competition with anion uptake. As a result a 

“depletion zone” is formed where both perchlorate and proton concentration are low and 

therefore currents are impeded. In contrast, with a negative potential applied the equivalent 

“depletion zone” effect at the large surface area side of the PIM-EA-TB membrane remains 

negligible and high currents can flow. The rectification current ratio is dependent on the applied 

potential and on the type of anion in solution. Transport of anions through the PIM-EA-TB 

membrane with partial dehydration (vide supra) is depicted in Figure 5.8B. Trends for 

phosphoric acid (Fig. 5.7C) and for formic acid (Fig. 5.7D) are similar to those for chloride 

and perchlorate, except that the magnitude of currents is much lower. 
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Figure 5.8. Schematic drawing of (A) the expulsion of protons at the PIM-EA-TB - solution interface causing a 

depletion layer with low conductivity, (B) the effect of partial dehydration in micropores aiding the transport of 

anions, and (C) flow of protons “catalysed” by the presence of partially hydrated anions. 
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In order to better compare the behaviour of the “thin” and “thick” PIM-EA-TB membranes for 

different anions, chronoamperometry data are shown in Figure 5.9. For “thin” PIM-EA-TB 

deposits switching times of ca. 1 s are observed and currents for the “open diode” (at negative 

applied potentials) systematically increase with potential from +/-1 V to +/-2 V and to +/-3 V. 

The sequence of anions consistently shows higher currents for hydrochloric and perchloric acid. 

For the “thick” membrane case switching times are considerably longer and anion as well as 

potential dependent. However, the sequence in current magnitude is again HCl > HClO4 > 

H3PO4 > HCOOH.  

 

 

Figure 5.9. Chronoamperometry data for a thin film of PIM-EA-TB (7.5 L of 1 mg mL-1 deposited on PET) 

switching from (A) +1 V to -1V, (B) +2 V to -2 V, and (C) +3 V to -3 V, and for a thick film of PIM-EA-TB (7.5 

L of 4 mg mL-1 deposited on PET) switching from (D) +1 V to -1 V, (E) +2 V to -2 V, and (F) +3 V to -3 V. 

Half cell solutions were aqueous 10 mM formic acid, phosphoric acid, perchloric acid or hydrochloric acid. 
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In addition to the steady state current responses, peak features are observed during some of the 

chronoamperometry experiments (Fig. 5.9). For thin film PIM-EA-TB membranes transient 

peaks are most clearly defined for perchloric acid experiments where they increase with applied 

potential (see Fig. 5.9A-C). For thick film chronoamperometry data transient peaks are 

observed only when “closing” the diode (presumably due to a slower time constant for the 

“opening” process, see Figure 9D-F). The area under a typical transient peak for the thin PIM-

EA-TB membrane and for perchloric acid can be estimated as 1 C. When considering the total 

amount of PIM-EA-TB deposited (monomer molecular weight = 200 Dalton; 7.5 g = 25 nmol 

= 2.4 mC) it appears obvious that only a small fraction is actively involved in the transient 

process. However, when estimating the PIM-EA-TB volume only close to the pore (ca. 5 ng = 

1.6 C), the similarity to the measured 1 C is intriguing. A PIM-EA-TB “charging” or “doping” 

mechanism does appear plausible with material only in the vicinity of the pore being affected. 

This is consistent with only material in the vicinity of the pore being responsible for the ionic 

diode effect. The transient charge of 1 C is likely to reflect a surge of perchlorate anions (and 

protons to maintain charge neutrality) to develop an internal concentration gradient for protons 

and anions to be transported (see Fig. 5.8C). The higher the internal concentration of charges 

in the PIM-EA-TB film, the better the charge transport is possible (shorter hopping distances). 

In order to explain the considerably higher currents observed for the “thick” PIM-EA-TB 

membrane case additional charge generation processes within the polymer may be in operation. 

Further experiments for example investigating the local pH during operation of the ionic diode 

will be necessary. 

 

The link between anion properties and charge mobility in the PIM-EA-TB membrane 

environment is strong with chloride and perchlorate clearly enhancing charge transport in 

particular for thick PIM-EA-TB membranes. This study of membrane processes is preliminary 

at this stage and further, more quantitative investigations of the charge transport phenomena in 

these mixed cation – anion conductor films based on PIM-EA-TB will be required for a wider 

range of ions, as a function of ionic strength and for mixed electrolyte solutions, and for other 

pore geometries. The potential for perchlorate extraction also needs further attention. 
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5.4 Conclusion 

It has been shown that polymers of intrinsic microporosity such as PIM-EA-TB offer diverse 

new phenomena with applications in electrochemical systems. There is an opportunity to 

immobilize redox active molecules such as metallocenes to allow electrochemical redox 

cycling in a stable manner and without loss of reagent into the solution phase. This approach 

is of interest for example for the development of molecular redox battery technology28. Results 

demonstrate selective anion transport in particular with perchlorate and BF4
- enhancing 

processes due to lower dehydration energies resulting in improved conductivity in the 

microporous environment. This result seems of interest also in the context of hydration 

affecting membrane pore ion mobility as seen for example in biological systems29. 

 

The role of anions in both protonation and proton transport in PIM-EA-TB has been explored 

and in particular the ability of chloride and perchlorate to “catalyse” proton transport (with 

resulting currents much higher compared to those for the open-pore mass transport limited rate) 

appears important. The ability of perchlorate to shed water molecules (due to its relatively low 

hydration energy) is likely to contribute to this anion selectivity. Future applications for the 

mixed cation/anion conducting PIM-EA-TB membrane material could be in electrocatalysis 

(e.g. with molecular electrocatalysts immobilised at inert electrode surfaces) and in 

electroanalysis (e.g. exploiting the ability of molecular species such as perchlorate to “switch” 

proton transport). Most intriguing appears to be the “ionic diode” behaviour with rectification 

ratios reaching >103 for thick PIM-EA-TB membranes in 10 mM HCl. New applications for 

ionic diodes could emerge in energy harvesting30 or in “iontronics”31.  
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Chapter 6: pH-Induced Reversal of Ionic Diode 

Polarity in 300 nm Thin Membranes Based on a 

Polymer of Intrinsic Microporosity  

Chapter Abstract 

“Ionic diode” (or current rectification) effects are potentially important for a range of 

applications including water purification. In this preliminary report, we observe novel ionic 

diode behaviour of thin (300 nm) membranes based on a polymer of intrinsic microporosity 

(PIM-EA-TB) supported on a poly-ethylene-terephthalate (PET) film with a 20 m diameter 

microhole, and immersed in aqueous electrolyte media. Current rectification effects are 

observed for half-cells with the same electrolyte solution on both sides of the membrane for 

cases where cation and anion mobility differ (HCl, other acids, NaOH, etc.) but not for cases 

where cation and anion mobility are more alike (LiCl, NaCl, KCl, etc.). A pH-dependent 

reversal of the ionic diode effect is observed and discussed in terms of tentatively assigned 

mechanisms based on both (i) ion mobility within the PIM-EA-TB nano-membrane and (ii) a 

possible “mechanical valve effect” linked to membrane potential and electrokinetic movement 

of the membrane as well as hydrostatic pressure effects. 

 

Graphical Abstract: 
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6.1 Introduction 

Interest in “ionic devices”1–5 has increased over the recent years with the emergence of new 

nanopore technologies6,7 and availability of new microporous materials8. The potential for 

applications of these devices ranges from analytical nanofluidic tools9, natural cell pore 

mimics10, to energy harvesting systems, and ionic rectifiers for desalination11. Ionic 

rectification (or “ionic diode”12) effects are well-known in particular for gel-junctions13 and 

hydrogel materials14. Both nano-engineered nano-pores and novel microporous materials can 

contribute to the development of ionic rectifiers and devices. There are opportunities to exploit 

properties of new types of microporous materials (such as polymers of intrinsic microporosity 

or PIMs) for improved ionic diodes. In this preliminary report we explore the effects on ion 

flow by applying very thin PIM membranes produced by spin-coating followed by lift off and 

transfer. 

 

Polymers of intrinsic microporosity15,16 have emerged recently as a novel class of materials 

based on molecularly highly rigid structures that are highly processible (e.g. soluble in organic 

solvents for casting of films and membranes17) and highly porous with typical BET surface 

area values ≈1000 m2g-118. Initial work focused on the gas-phase, but recently also liquid-phase 

applications have been explored based on stabilisation of fuel cell catalysts19, “heterogenisation” 

of molecular catalysts20,21, formation of novel microporous heterocarbon structures22, and 

current rectification23. In previous work we employed solution casting methods to give 

relatively thick (typically 10 m or more) PIM membranes. However, it is highly interesting 

to explore much thinner polymer nano-membranes. It is demonstrated here, that even very thin 

films of PIM-EA-TB (with typically 300 nm thickness) can be employed successfully for 

current rectification in ionic diode devices.  

 

6.2 Experimental 

6.2.1 Chemical Reagents 

Polymer PIM-EA-TB was prepared following a literature procedure18. Hydrochloric acid 

(37%), perchloric acid (70%), sulfuric acid (98%) and phosphoric acid (85%), and electrolyte 

salts were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich or Fisher Scientific and used without further 
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purification. Solutions were prepared with deionized water of resistivity 18.2MΩ cm (at 20 oC) 

from a Thermo Scientific water purification system. 

 

6.2.2 Instrumentation 

A potentiostat system (Ivium Compactstat) was employed with Pt wires as working/counter 

electrodes, and two KCl-saturated calomel reference electrodes (SCE, Radiometer, 

Copenhagen) as sense and reference electrode in a 4-electrode membrane cell (Figure 1A). The 

membrane sample was always on the side of the working electrode. 

 

6.2.3 Preparation of Nano-membranes  

A thin PIM-EA-TB film was spin-coated on a cover glass using 2 wt. % PIM-EA-TB in 

chloroform solution (Laurell WS-650Mz-23NPP, 2000 rpm for 1 min). Next, the PIM-EA-TB 

film was lifted off in water and then transferred to a PET film with a ca. 20 m diameter micro-

hole (supplied by Laser Micromachining Limited, St. Asaph, Denbighshire LL17 0JG, UK). 

AFM thickness measurements of the PIM-EA-TB film on a glass slide in dry ambient 

conditions (Fig.6.1B, C) reveal typically 300 nm thickness produced with this concentration of 

PIM-EA-TB. 
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Figure 6. 1. (A) Schematic drawing of the 4-electrode membrane polarisation experiment based on a 20 m 

diameter micro-hole that is covered with a typically 300 nm thin PIM-EA-TB membrane. (B) AFM image of the 

spin-coated PIM-EA-TB membrane after cutting to reveal the thickness. (C) Cross-sectional profile (inset 

molecular structure of PIM-EA-TB). 
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6.3 Results and Discussion 

6.3.1 Electrolyte and pH Effects 

Figure 6.2A shows cyclic voltammetry data for a 300 nm thin PIM-EA-TB film covering a 20 

m diameter micro-hole in a 6 m thick PET film. The data for 10 mM HCl (Fig. 6.2Ai) clearly 

show very low currents in the positive potential range (“closed” diode) and significant currents 

in the negative potential range (“open” diode). Schematic diagrams in Figure 6.2E and 6.2F 

tentatively (following a mechanism suggested in earlier work11) explain this behaviour at least 

qualitatively based on protonation of the amine sites in PIM-EA-TB (see structure in Fig.6.1) 

leading to mixed proton and chloride conductivity. In the “open” diode state, the depletion 

effect may occur at the open side exposed to the electrolyte solution. In contrast, in the “closed” 

diode state depletion occurs in a restricted region and therefore causes a significant drop in 

current and the rectification effect. When extracting currents at -1V and +1V, the rectification 

ratio for the “nano-membrane” (defined here as Iopen/Iclosed) is 180 (compared to 576 reported 

recently for data obtained for much thicker PIM-EA-TB deposits23).  
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Figure 6. 2. (A) Cyclic voltammograms (50 mV s-1) for a PIM-EA-TB membrane in 10 mM HCl, 10 mM NaCl, 

and 10 mM NaOH. (B) Chronoamperometry (+1 and -1 V) for 10 mM HCl, 10 mM NaCl, and 10 mM NaOH. (C) 

Cyclic voltammograms (50 mVs-1) for 10 mM NaCl with the pH adjusted with HCl. (D) As before, but with the 

pH adjusted with NaOH. (E, F) Schematic drawing of the ionic diode in “open” and “closed” states. (Note, anions 

are present to maintain electrical neutrality and anions are likely to contribute to the transport in the open state) 
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Additional chronoamperometry experiments were conducted switching the applied potential 

between +1 V and -1 V (see Fig.6.2B) and it can be observed that the current switches rapidly 

from +0.03 A to -5.0 A consistent with a rectification ratio of 180. Similar experiments 

performed with 10 mM NaCl do not result in significant rectification effects although 

conductivity through the membrane is observed (see Fig.6.2Aii). That is, both Na+ and Cl- are 

likely to move through the porous PIM-EA-TB structure, but ion mobilities are similar and 

significant depletion effects do not arise. Interestingly, for the case of 10 mM NaOH, there is 

again a current rectification effect (see Fig.6.2Aiii). Chronoamperometry data in Figure 6.2Bii 

show that, when switching the potential from -1 V to +1 V, the current switches from -0.02 A 

to 1.6A, suggesting a difference in mobility for Na+ and OH- in PIM-EA-TB causing a 

reversal of the ionic diode polarity. Data in Figure 6.2C and 6.2D show the gradual change in 

rectification effects with pH consistent with an approximate pKA for PIM-EA-TB at pH 423. 

 

6.3.2 Ionic Strength Effects 

When changing the concentration for HCl and for NaOH, currents increase but the rectification 

ratio at +1 V and -1 V remains approximately constant (Fig.6.3A-B). However, when surveying 

different types of acids, a clear trend is observed with HCl giving good rectification effects 

followed by HClO4, H2SO4, and H3PO4 giving only poor rectification effects with rectification 

ratios of 180, 51, 8.0, and 6.7, respectively (Fig.6.3C). The poorer rectification effects with 

H3PO4 are likely to be linked to phosphoric acid exhibiting pKA values higher than that of the 

PIM-EA-TB, and therefore providing additional protons to weaken the ion depletion effect. 

When comparing neutral electrolyte media for a range of different anions (see Fig.6.3D), 

significant rectification effects are observed also for BF4
-, suggesting that the nature of the 

anion also can have a strong effect on current rectification phenomena in the PIM-EA-TB 

membrane. 
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Figure 6. 3. (A) Cyclic voltammograms (50 mVs-1) for PIM-EA-TB membrane in (i) 10 mM, (ii) 50 mM, and 

(iii) 100 mM HCl. (B) As above, but for (i) 10 mM NaOH, (ii) 50 mM NaOH, and (iii) 100 mM NaOH. (C) Cyclic 

voltammograms (50 mVs-1) for a PIM-EA-TB membrane in 10 mM HCl (i), H2SO4 (ii), HClO4 (iii), and H3PO4 

(iv). (D) As above, but with 10 mM (i) Na2SO4, (ii) NaCl, (iii) NaClO4 and (iv) NaBF4.  (E) Cyclic voltammograms 

(50 mVs-1) for a PIM-EA-TB membrane in 10 mM HCl with varying hydrostatic pressure (see F inset, the fill-

height of one half-cell relative to the second was systematically varied by adding or removing electrolyte to give 

(i) -10, (ii) -5, (iii) 0, (iv) +5, (v) +10 cm hydrostatic pressure in the counter relative to the working compartment). 

(F) As before, but for 10 mM NaOH. 
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6.3.3 Hydrostatic Pressure Effects 

Measurements were performed for 10 mM HCl (Fig.6.3E) and for 10 mM NaOH (Fig.6.3F) by 

varying the hydrostatic pressure across the measurement cell by simply adding or removing 

electrolyte solution (see inset in Fig.6.3F, data for 0, +/-5, and +/-10 cm water column). For 

HCl the ionic diode effect is significantly affected by hydrostatic pressure, whereas the effects 

for NaOH are small. Strikingly, the “open diode” current is increased when additional pressure 

is applied. This suggests that further “opening” or “tuning” of the diode could be linked to a 

“mechanical valve” phenomenon, where “bulging” of the thin PIM-EA-TB nano-membrane 

over the 20 m microhole will cause a geometry change and thereby contribute to additional 

changes in flow of current. Further work, for example revealing how membrane potential 

(associated to electrokinetic effects) and ion size effects are linked to the observed phenomena, 

will be necessary to identify, quantify, and exploit the processes behind these PIM nano-

membrane-based current rectification effects. 

 

6.4 Conclusion 

It has been shown that a very thin (300 nm) PIM-EA-TB membrane can generate significant 

“ionic diode” effects and could therefore be employed in ionic rectifier-based devices. The 

switch in ionic diode polarity is novel and linked to the pH of the electrolyte. This phenomenon 

is explained here tentatively as based on (i) ion mobility differences within the PIM-EA-TB 

film and (ii) a valve-like opening of the membrane (driven by electrokinetic or hydrostatic 

effects) over the supporting PET film microhole. Further work will be required, experimentally 

and theoretically, to better understand ion mobility and reactivity within PIM films and to 

further develop and exploit these phenomena in areas such as energy harvesting and 

desalination. 
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Chapter 7: Intrinsically Porous Polymer Retains 

Porosity in Vacuum Thermolysis to Supercapacitive 

Micropore Carbon 

Chapter Abstract 

Vacuum carbonisation of organic precursors usually causes considerable structural damage and 

collapse of morphological features. However, for a polymer with intrinsic microporosity (PIM-

EA-TB with a Brunauer-Emmet-Teller (BET) surface area of 1027 m2g-1), it is shown here that 

the rigidity of the molecular backbone is retained even during 500 oC vacuum carbonisation 

with a novel type of microporous hetero-carbon being produced (both as powder or as thin film 

membrane). After carbonisation, the SEM morphology and the SAXS Guinier radius (ca. 38 

nm) remain as does the cumulative pore volume. The BET surface area is decreased to 242 

m2g-1, but microporosity is considerably increased. Electrochemical features include two 

different capacitance domains switching from ca. 30 Fg-1 (when oxidised) to ca. 147 Fg-1 (when 

reduced), a very low electron transfer reactivity towards oxygen and hydrogen peroxide, and a 

four-point-probe resistivity (dry) of approximately 40 M/square for a 1-2 m thick film. 

 

Graphical Abstract: 
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7.1 Introduction 

Vacuum carbonisation1,2 offers a direct approach to the formation of porous carbon products3–

5 via conversion of organic precursor materials such as cellulose6,7, starches8,9, chitosan10,11, 

poly-acrylonitrile12,13, poly-pyridine14, graphene oxide15,16, or other types of carbon sources17,18. 

Charring may occur under mild conditions, but graphitisation only talks place at much higher 

temperatures (beyond 1000 oC) yielding more ordered and more electrically conducting forms 

of carbon19,20. In this case, a clear link between the precursor molecular structure and the 

carbonised product structure is not usually evident due to the complex fragmentation and 

backbone cross-linking processes occurring in such organic materials. Hence, controlling the 

physical and chemical properties of carbons produced in this way can be highly challenging. 

Synthesis methods for mesoporous carbons have been introduced based on clay additives 

controlling pore size21. Mild carbonisation without significant morphology changes has been 

reported recently for ZIF-8 type materials22,23 and for rigid porous metal-organic framework 

materials24,25, with applications, for example for CO2 capture23 and in battery systems26. 

Therefore, a highly rigid and thermally robust polymer of intrinsic microporosity (PIM) is 

employed to demonstrate the case of mild carbonisation without structural collapse and 

uniquely, without loss of backbone nitrogen functionalities. The remaining nitrogen 

functionality is associated with a proton-transfer-associated step in capacitance. 

 

PIM materials27 have been developed for applications in gas separation28–30, and for gas 

sensing31. Recently, structures such as PIM-EA-TB (see Fig.7.1) have been shown to also 

provide novel properties for applications in electrocatalysis32 or for electrochemically active 

membranes. The presence of protonation sites (two tertiary nitrogen functionalities in PIM-

EA-TB, see Fig.7.1) affect ion conductivity and “ionic diode” phenomena33. It is shown here 

that these structural nitrogens as well as porosity are retained during mild carbonisation with 

interesting effects on the properties of the resulting supercapacitive microporous hetero-carbon.  
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Figure 7. 1. Molecular structure of PIM-EA-TB and hypothetical scheme for thermolysis processes indicating 

ethylene and methane loss (corresponding to ca. 15% weight loss). Also shown in the thermogravimetric trace for 

PIM-EA-TB under nitrogen with ca. 18% weight loss at 500 oC. 

 

In this report it is demonstrated that 500 oC vacuum carbonisation of PIM-EA-TB precursor 

results in the formation of a novel hetero-carbon material with (i) very high microporosity, (ii) 

low electrical conductivity, (iii) a high pH-switchable capacitance with two distinct proton 

concentration dependent potential domains, (iv) very low electron transfer reactivity towards 

oxygen and hydrogen peroxide, and (v) retention of morphology (as powder or film) during 

carbonisation. 

 

7.2 Experimental 

7.2.1 Chemical Reagents 

Chloroform, phosphoric acid (85%) and sodium hydroxide were purchased from Aldrich and 

used without further purification. PIM-EA-TB was obtained following a literature recipe34. 

Solutions were prepared with filtered and deionized water of resistivity of 18.2 MΩ cm from a 

Thermo Scientific water purification system (ELGA). 
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7.2.2 Instrumentation 

A potentiostat system (IVIUM Compactstat) was employed with a Pt wire counter electrode 

and a KCl-saturated calomel reference (SCE, Radiometer, Copenhagen). The working 

electrode was prepared from ITO coated glass (tin-doped indium oxide film sputter-coated onto 

glass, active area 10 mm × 10 mm, resistivity ca.15 Ω per square) obtained from Image Optics 

Components Ltd (Basildon, Essec, UK). SECM measurements were performed using 10 μm 

diameter Pt SECM probe controlled by a CHI 900B system (CH Instruments, Texas). 

Generator-collector experiments were undertaken by biasing the tip at a fixed potential of 0.6V 

(sufficient to oxidized H2O2) while sweeping the substrate potential at a tip-surface separation 

of approximately 5 μm. 

 

Four-point probe measurements were performed with a film on a glass slide using a Jandel 

system. Electron micrographs were obtained on a field emission scanning electron microscope 

(JEOL FESEM6301F). XPS data were obtained on a Kratos Axis Ultra DLD system using a 

fixed anode monochromatic Al K X-ray source operating at 120 W. Thermogravimetric data 

(TGA) data were collected on a Setaram Setsys Evolution TGA instrument. The sample was 

heated under Ar from 20 oC until 800 oC at 10 K per minute. SAXS data was taken on beamline 

I22 at Diamond, using a Pilatus P3-2M detector, with 12.4keV X-rays, and a 6 m sample to 

detector distance, which gave a Q range of 0.003-0.35 Å-1. The powder samples were held 

between two pieces of Kapton tape. Data was reduced using the DAWN small angle scattering 

pipeline, calibrated against silver behenate to obtain Q, and the background scattering from the 

Kapton tape subtracted prior to analysis.  

 

For Brunauer-Emmet-Teller (BET) measurements on a Quantachrome Autosorb-1, each 

sample was degassed under vacuum at 120°C until the no further degassing was observed (ca 

24 h). Using nitrogen as the adsorbing gas at -196 oC (77 K), an 80 point physisorption analysis 

was undertaken and the data analysed by the DFT method. The models used was N2 at 77 K on 

carbon (slit pore, NLDFT equilibrium model). The surface area of the samples was calculated 

using the BET method using a 5-point analysis.  
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7.2.3 Procedure for Film Carbonization 

A solution of 1 mg cm-3 PIM-EA-TB in chloroform was prepared and then deposited onto the 

ITO electrode by drying under ambient conditions. Carbonization of the PIM-EA-TB powder 

or film was performed at 500 oC for 3 h under vacuum (Edwards oil pump) in a custom-made 

quartz tube to fit the furnace (TSH12, Elite Thermal Systems Ltd.).  

 

7.3 Results and Discussion 

7.3.1 cPIM Film Electrodes I.: Formation and Characterisation 

The PIM-EA-TB material (reference here as PIM) was obtained in powder form and dissolved 

in chloroform for casting of films on tin-doped indium oxide (ITO) coated glass substrates. 

Both powder and films were carbonized under vacuum at 500℃ in a quartz tube and for 3 h. 

Figure 7.2A shows scanning electron micrographs with the morphology of the original PIM 

powder (white) exhibiting agglomerated particles typically 80-300 nm in diameter. After 

vacuum heat treatment at 500℃, the carbonized PIM (cPIM) appears visually black but has 

retained particle diameter and morphology (Fig.7.2B). Similarly, thin transparent and 

colourless PIM films cast on ITO (Fig.7.2C) are carbonised to thin black hetero-carbon cPIM 

membranes (Fig.7.2D) with typically 1-2 m thickness. Raman spectroscopy (532 nm 

excitation) reveals the associated structural changes with PIM exhibiting an underlying 

fluorescence and characteristic peaks (Fig.7.2E), whereas cPIM samples show no fluorescence 

and typical broad peaks at 1380 cm-1 (D-peak, disordered amorphous carbon) and at 1600 cm-

-1 (G-peak, graphitic carbon)35 (see Fig.6.2F). SAXS analysis of the powder samples before 

and after carbonization suggest the sample contains features with a Guinier radius of gyration 

of 26 nm, in both cases (Fig.7.2G). If a spherical geometry is assumed, this corresponds to a 

radius around 34 nm.  
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Figure 7. 2. FESEM images of (A) PIM powder (B) cPIM powder after 3h carbonization. (C) FESEM images of 

PIM film and (D) cPIM film on ITO after 3 h carbonization. (E) Raman spectra for PIM powder and (F) for cPIM 

powder. (G) SAXS data for PIM and cPIM powder samples. 
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In order to explore the changes in electrical conductivity going from PIM to cPIM material, 

films were prepared on a glass slide (60 g cm-2). Four-point probe measurements reveal no 

evidence for electrical conductivity for the PIM film but Ohmic conductivity for the cPIM film 

(resistivity 40 M/square). This value for a ca. 1-2 m thick film is six orders of magnitude 

lower compared to the typical conductivity of the ITO layer and therefore consistent with low 

electrical conductivity (vide infra). 

 

Further insight into the elemental composition after carbonisation is obtained from XPS 

analysis (Fig.7.3). The survey scan for PIM polymer reveals the presence of nitrogen (mainly 

399 eV for sp2-type nitrogen with a shoulder at 401 eV for protonated or alkylated nitrogen36) 

and of carbon (mainly 285 eV for C-C and C-H). In terms of atom% ratios the material shows 

C: N: O 91.9: 6.56: 1.54, consistent with 7 atom% nitrogen (in approximate agreement with 

the molecular structure in Fig.7.1). 

 

 

Figure 7. 3. XPS survey data, the N1s region, and the C1s region for PIM (A, B, C) and for cPIM (D, E, F).  
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After carbonisation, the cPIM material shows oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon components in the 

survey XPS scan (Fig.7.3D). The carbon 1s signal has changed only little (dominated by C-

C/C-H), but the nitrogen signal now shows a clear split with more nitrogen being protonated 

or alkylated. The additional oxygen signal is likely to emerge from post-carbonisation reaction 

with air. The atom% ratio for C: N: O is now 89.8:4.44:5.76, which is indicative of only a 

minor loss of nitrogen, if any. The reaction scheme in Fig.7.1 could be a realistic description 

of the cPIM molecular structure evolution. The BET adsorption isotherm and pore size analysis 

(see Fig.7.4) confirm the retention of the rigid backbone structure during carbonisation of PIM 

powder. 

 

 

Figure 7. 4. Plots of data from the 80-point BET pore size analysis (N2, 77K, slit pore NLDFT equilibrium 

model37) showing dominant pore sizes around 5.5 Å. A comparison of the cumulative pore volume for PIM 

(squares) and for cPIM (line) shows the switch from mesopores in PIM to micropores in cPIM.  

 

The pore size analysis for cPIM powder shows a dominant pore size at ca. 5.5 Å or micropores 

responsible for half of the cumulative pore volume. A comparison to data for the PIM starting 

material (Fig.7.4) shows that the total cumulative pore volume has been retained (consistent 

with minimal morphology changes) but mesopores of ca. 14 Å size have been converted to the 

smaller micropores (due to crosslinking of polymer chains, see Fig.7.1). The BET volume in 

cPIM is reduced to 242 m2g-1. This value seems average (or even low) when compared for 

examples to novel graphene aerogel materials with up to an order of magnitude higher BET 

surface area38. However, for cPIM, the link from molecular precursor to 3D-carbon structure 
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and the absence of any templating agents are novel and potentially useful for the design of 

materials, for further optimization, or for the introduction of new functionalities.  

 

7.3.2 cPIM Film Electrodes II.: Voltammetry and Capacitive Charging 

Voltammetric characterisation of the cPIM film electrodes on ITO substrates was performed 

in aqueous buffer solution. In 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7 and in a potential range from 0.0 

to 0.5 V vs. SCE, a well-defined capacitance response is observed (Fig.7.5A). Initially, for 15 

g and 30 g films (thickness ca. ¼ or ½ m) the capacitance scales linearly with the amount 

of cPIM deposit. However, for 60 g and 120 g the increase of capacitive current responses 

ceases, consistent with an “active thickness” (or a resistive diffusion layer thickness due to 

diffusion of either electrons or ions or both) of less than 1 m. For thicker film “charge 

diffusion” requires more time (vide infra). When exploring the effect of pH on the capacitive 

current, an interesting switch to considerably higher capacitance is observed at pH 2 (Fig.7.5B). 

In fact, the onset of this increase in capacitance is seen already at pH 7 in the lower region of 

the potential window and the capacitance increase is shifted by ca. 0.3 V for a change in pH 

from 7 to 2. This Nernstian shift clearly proves the presence of a proton uptake reaction 

associated with the increase in capacitive current (e.g. protonation of nitrogen sites in cPIM 

associated with reduction). The effect can be compared to the step in capacitance in acidic 

solution observed for example in mesoporous heterocarbon materials from gelatin 

carbonization with the help of a silica template39. This is a feature uncommon for carbon and 

usually more associated with surface functionalities and well-defined molecular structures40,41. 
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Figure 7.5. (A) Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate 50 mV s-1) for different thicknesses of carbonized cPIM on ITO 

(with (i) bare ITO, (ii) 15 g PIM, (iii) 15 g cPIM, (iv) 30 g cPIM, (v) 60 g cPIM, and (vi) 120 g cPIM) 

immersed in aqueous 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7. (B) As in A, but for 60 g carbonized cPIM in 0.1 M phosphate 

buffer at (i) pH 12, (ii) pH 7, (iii) pH 2. (C) Nyquist plots for impedance data (0.0 V vs. SCE bias; 10 kHz to 0.1 

Hz; 20 mV amplitude) for a 60 g cPIM film immersed in 0.1 M phosphate buffer at (i) pH 12, (ii) pH 7, and (iii) 

pH 2. 

 

Further study of the electrochemical impedance responses (Fig.7.5C) reveals characteristics 

consistent with those observed in cyclic voltammetry. A bare ITO electrode is observed to give 

a response consistent with an RC equivalent circuit (not shown) with R = 114 Ohm and C = 28 

F. The resistance R is dominated by the ITO sheet resistance, which is decreased during the 

vacuum heating process. After carbonization, when investigating a 60 g cPIM film on ITO 

different types of responses are recorded at pH 12, 7, and 2. All of these are consistent with an 
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RWC equivalent circuit (see Fig.7.5C) revealing some “charge diffusion” as well as a 

capacitive element dominating at very low frequencies (see Table 7.1). At pH 2 the capacitance 

can be extrapolated to 8.8 mF for 60 g cPIM equivalent to an approximate “supercapacitance” 

of 146 Fg-1. This estimated value is linked to the high microporosity of the material and the 

Faradaic current component with proton uptake and can be compared for example to typical 

graphene nanoribbon materials42, which exhibit typically 15 Fg-1. Further improvements in 

“supercapacitance” and conductivity are likely to be achievable with further optimization of 

the carbonization process, although future application of the cPIM material are probably more 

likely in sensing or in mixed ion/electronic conductors.  

 

Table 7. 1. Summary of impedance data for cPIM film electrodes on ITO substrates immersed in 0.1 M phosphate 

buffer pH 2, 7, and 12. 

 R / Ohm W / Ohm C / mF 

Bare ITO 114 - 0.028 

cPIM pH 2 44 164 8.8 

cPIM pH 7 44 262 2.0 

cPIM pH 12 27 232 1.3 

 

When investigating the electrochemical properties of cPIM films over a wider potential 

window additional features can be observed (Fig.7.6). With only PIM deposited (or a bare ITO) 

the reduction of ambient oxygen occurs with an onset at -0.2 V vs. SCE (Fig.7.6A). A much 

stronger oxygen reduction response is observed for a 15 g cPIM film on ITO, but this can be 

traced back to the vacuum heat treatment activation of the underlying ITO substrate43–45 (vide 

infra). The resulting reduction current of ca. 40 A is consistent with ambient oxygen at the 

ITO substrate. When increasing the cPIM layer thickness (see Fig.7.6C) the capacitive current 

response increases, but the Faradaic current for oxygen reduction remains. Additional 

experiments were conducted with hydrogen peroxide, H2O2 (Fig.7.6D-F). The current for the 

reduction of H2O2 is observed at bare or PIM coated ITO as well as at the cPIM coated ITO. 

The current response is not diffusion controlled and therefore incomplete reduction occurs in 
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this potential range. Comparison of data with/without cPIM film suggests again that the 

carbonised polymer is not reactive and that the underlying ITO substrate is where the reduction 

occurs instead. 

 

 

Figure 7. 6. (A,B,C) Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate 50 mVs-1; (A) 15 g PIM on ITO; (B) 15 g cPIM on 

ITO; (C) 60 g cPIM on ITO) in 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7 (i) in the absence and (ii) in the presence of 

air/oxygen. (D,E,F) as above, but for (i) 0 mM and (ii) 2 mM H2O2. 

 

7.3.3 cPIM Film Electrodes III.: Oxygen Reduction and Scanning 

Electrochemical Microscopy 

It appears that the cPIM material, although exhibiting an extremely high surface area and 

electrochemical reduction with insertion of protons, is not able to directly transfer electrons to 

oxygen or to hydrogen peroxide. This effect can be further demonstrated by scanning 

electrochemical microscopy (SECM46,47) employing a platinum microelectrode tip to measure 

the formation of hydrogen peroxide during oxygen reduction (Fig.7.7). The currents observed 

at bare ITO or cPIM coated ITO in nondeaerated phosphate buffer solution appear very similar 

in the second and following potential cycles (In the first potential cycle cPIM-coated ITO 

exhibits a stronger signal possibly due to some oxygen adsorption, see Fig. 7.7Bi). However, 
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the corresponding tip current signals (proportional to H2O2 concentration over the sample 

surface) reveal a lower signal in the presence of the cPIM film as well as a hysteresis/lag in the 

maximum H2O2 current. Therefore the oxygen reduction at the underlying ITO substrate does 

produce some hydrogen peroxide that is released more slowly through the cPIM film with a 

delay induced by slow diffusion through the film of carbonised carbon. This result confirms 

the very slow rate of electron transfer for both molecular oxygen and H2O2 in contact to 

microporous cPIM under reducing conditions. This effect is most likely due to the absence of 

reactive sites for electron transfer in cPIM. The unusual current ‘crossing’ of the current over 

bare ITO (line (i) in Fig. 7.7C) is likely to be associated with a surface reactivity change at the 

ITO electrode when scanning the potential more negative. 

 

 

Figure 7. 7. Scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM, scan rate 50 mVs-1, tip potential 0.6 V vs. SCE, tip 

distance ca. 5 m) data for (A) an ITO electrode (area) in 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7, (B) a 60 g cPIM coated 

ITO electrode (area, 1st (i) and 2nd (ii) potential cycle shown), and (C) the corresponding tip current for (i) bare 

ITO and (ii) cPIM coated ITO. Inset shows schematic drawing of the detection principle.  
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7.4 Conclusion 

It is intriguing to find a high surface area hetero-carbon with a very high level of microporosity 

and “supercapacitive” charging, but without significant electron transfer reactivity towards 

oxygen or towards hydrogen peroxide. This combination of properties could be beneficial due 

to the destructive effects of the oxygen reduction reaction (and the resulting reactive oxygen 

species) on carbon electrode materials. Such behaviour may lead to suppressed carbon 

corrosion, for example for energy/charge storage devices operating in the presence of ambient 

oxygen.  

 

More generally, it has been shown that the highly rigid polymer of intrinsic microporosity 

(PIM-EA-TB) can be carbonised under mild conditions without loss of morphology and with 

a switch from meso- to enhanced microporosity. The ability of this new material to undergo 

redox-driven proton insertion/expulsion (like a molecular conducting polymer48) while 

exhibiting capacitive charging (more like a carbon49) is of interest and could have important 

potential applications in sensing (for example in Chem-FETs50). Further work will be required 

for this new class of carbonised PIM materials, in particular to investigate the effects of charge 

diffusion rates, carbonisation temperature, molecular precursor structure, and dimensionality 

on the properties of resulting microporous hetero-carbons. The potential for combined 

electron/ion conductivity needs to be investigated, for example, to develop effective conductors 

for lithium-ion battery composites. New class of designer carbons combining conductivity, 

microporosity, and heteroatoms or functional groups could be beneficial in selective adsorbents 

or in electrochemical desalination processes. 
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Chapter 8: High-Utilization Nano-Platinum Catalyst 

(Pt@cPIM) Obtained via Vacuum Carbonization in a 

Molecularly Rigid Polymer of Intrinsic 

Microporosity 

Chapter Abstract 

Polymers of intrinsic microporosity (PIM or here PIM-EA-TB) offer a highly rigid host 

environment into which hexachloroplatinate (IV) anions are readily adsorbed and vacuum 

carbonized (at 500 °C) to form active embedded platinum nanoparticles. This process is 

characterised by electron and optical microscopy, AFM, XPS, and electrochemical methods, 

which reveal that the PIM microporosity facilitates the assembly of nanoparticles of typically 

1.0-2.5 nm diameter. It is demonstrated that the resulting carbonized “Pt@cPIM” from drop-

cast films of ca. 550 nm average thickness, when prepared on tin-doped indium oxide or ITO, 

contain fully encapsulated but also fully active platinum nanoparticles in an electrically 

conducting heterocarbon host. Alternatively, for thinner films (50-250 nm) prepared by spin-

coating, the particles become more exposed due to additional loss of the carbon host. In contrast 

to catalyst materials prepared by vacuum-thermolyzed hexachloroplatinate(IV) precursor, the 

platinum nanoparticles within Pt@cPIM retain high surface area, electrochemical activity, and 

high catalyst efficiency due to the molecular rigidity of the host. Data are presented for oxygen 

reduction, methanol oxidation, and glucose oxidation and in all cases the high catalyst surface 

area is linked to excellent catalyst utilization. Robust transparent platinum-coated electrodes 

are obtained with reactivity equivalent to bare platinum but with only 1 g Pt cm-2 (i.e. ~ 100% 

active Pt nanoparticle surface is maintained in the carbonised microporous host).  
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8.1 Introduction 

The preparation and formulation of catalysts for applications in fuel cells1 and in sensors2 

remain a highly active research topic. For example, the development of new types of porous 

substrate materials3 offer catalysts with (i) better levels of performance4,5, (ii) improved access 

into a wide range of reproducible and highly efficient catalyst composites6, and/or (iii) access 

to more sustainable catalyst systems7. Many new inorganic8 or carbon-based catalyst composite 

materials9,10 are under development and, in particular, synthetic methods based on the 

carbonization of precursors to yield carbon-embedded catalysts11,12 have proved beneficial. 

Novel and highly efficient types of carbon-embedded platinum catalysts have been obtained 

via carbonization. However, directly embedding active nano-platinum catalysts without loss of 

activity during carbonization in a one-step procedure is uncommon and desirable. 

 

Platinum nanoparticles are the basis for the overwhelming majority of technical catalyst 

systems due to the durability of platinum and due to the special place platinum takes with 

respect to interfacial adsorption of reaction intermediates. Platinum nanoparticles are employed 

in PEM fuel cells13, in methanol14 and glucose15 driven fuel cells, but also in many dye-

sensitised solar cells16 and in electrolysers for energy conversion17. The most active size range 

for platinum has been reported to be 2-6 nm (based on mass activity)18. However, the catalyst 

durability and corrosion characteristics are also important19. We have recently demonstrated 

that a new class of polymers with intrinsic microporosity (PIMs) can be employed to stabilise 

Pt nanoparticle performance for both anode and cathode activity20,21.  

 

Platinum nanoparticles provide very effective catalysts but suffer from high cost of the non-

sustainable noble metal catalyst. Therefore, intense research efforts are directed towards either 

replacing platinum with cheaper and more sustainable metals (e.g. based on alloys of Fe, Co, 

Ni, etc22.) or improving utilisation. The latter involves maximising the surface area and 

reactivity of platinum, for example, by embedding nanoparticles into porous hosts or substrates. 

Porous polymer materials are emerging as promising substrates (or precursors for porous 

substrates23) for the immobilisation and growth of platinum nano-catalysts24. Highly porous 

polymer structures that can retain microporosity during carbonization are particularly 

interesting. For PIM materials it has been suggested that carbonization occurs via cross-linking 

and without breaking the of the rigid polymer backbone strands25. 
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Polymers of intrinsic microporosity (or PIMs26) exhibit micropore diameter of typically 0.5-

2.0 nm and N2-adsorption surface area values up to 1000 m2g-1. 27 They were originally 

developed for gas storage28 and separation29, but recently have also proven utility for 

electrochemical processes such as electrocatalysis30, ionic devices31, or electroanalysis32. Most 

work in PIM electrochemistry to date has been carried out with PIM-EA-TB (prepared from a 

diaminoethanoanthracene monomer polymerised via a Tröger base “TB” coupling; see 

structure in Fig.8.1). This polymer with highly rigid molecular structure exhibits N2-adsorption 

surface area of 1024 m2g-1 and is employed here with molecular weight of 70 kDa30. 

 

We have demonstrated previously that relatively gentle vacuum carbonization of PIM-EA-TB 

at 500 °C causes conversion of the microporous starting material into a microporous conducting 

hetero-carbon25. Although the electrical conductivity of the new carbon material was limited, 

thin films deposited onto tin-doped indium oxide (ITO) substrates were clearly capacitive and 

suitable for application as high surface area carbon film electrodes. A key feature in the 

conversion of PIM-EA-TB to the carbonized form (cPIM) is the retention of structural 

porosity/integrity. There were no changes in cumulative pore volume and no apparent changes 

in morphology upon vacuum carbonization25. Therefore, this hetero-carbon formation may 

offer ideal conditions for the co-formation/embedding of nano-catalysts with the following 

advantages: (A) the rigid PIM-EA-TB does not block/affect the catalytically active Pt particle 

surface and (B) after carbonization, porosity and connectivity are maintained to allow electrical 

contact and sufficient access for reactants to the active catalyst surface.  

 

Here, we add a well-defined amount of platinum pre-cursor (PtCl6
2-) by absorption into the 

porous protonated form of PIM-EA-TB and during subsequent vacuum carbonisation nano-

particulate platinum is formed in-situ and without encapsulation or blocking of the active 

catalyst surface (Fig.8.1). The microporous hetero-carbon host surrounding the platinum nano-

catalyst ensures good electrical connection and therefore excellent catalyst utilisation. 
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Figure 8.1. Schematic representation of (i) the formation of a film of PIM-EA-TB, (ii) absorption of PtCl6
2- 

into the film, and (iii) vacuum carbonisation at 500 oC to give highly porous hetero-carbon materials 

with/without nano-platinum catalyst.   

 

It is shown that PIM-EA-TB as a precursor host material can be employed to generate/maintain 

platinum nanoparticle size (at typically 1.0-2.5 nm) and to improve nano-catalyst performance 

by building up thicker layers of catalyst (with additive performance). Catalysts are prepared in 

a simple one-step vacuum carbonization process in which the PIM-EA-TB polymer is 

converted into an electrically conducting host (of similar porosity) containing the platinum 

nanoparticle catalyst in a way that it is accessible to the solution phase. In contrast to solution 

casting, spin-coating produces very thin films which, when carbonized, give highly effective 

platinum catalyst layers on transparent tin-doped indium oxide (ITO) electrode surfaces. 

 

8.2 Experimental 

8.2.1 Chemical Reagents 

Dipotassium platinum(IV)hexachloride, D-(+)-glucose, phosphoric acid (85%), sodium 

hydroxide, perchloric acid (96%), sodium chloride and chloric acid (30%) were purchased from 

Aldrich or Fisher Scientific and used without further purification. Carbonized PIM-EA-TB was 
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prepared following the literature recipe33. All solutions were prepared using deionized water 

(resistivity 18 MOhm cm at 22 °C) from a Thermo Scientific water purification system. 

 

8.2.2 Instrumentation 

Heating was performed in a TSH12 tube furnace (Elite Thermal System Ltd.).  Pt nanoparticle 

materials were characterised by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) on a Jeol 1200EXII 

TEM system (with EDS and STEM). All electrochemical measurements were performed using 

an Ivium Compactstat potentiostat (The Netherlands) with platinum wire counter electrode and 

KCl-saturated calomel reference electrode (SCE, Radiometer REF401). The working electrode 

was prepared from ITO coated glass (tin-doped indium oxide films sputter-coated onto glass, 

active area 15 mm × 15 mm, resistivity ca. 15 Ω per square) obtained from Image Optics 

Components Ltd (Basildon, Essex, UK). XPS data were obtained on a Kratos Axis Ultra DLD 

system using a fixed anode monochromatic Al K X-ray source operating at 120 W.  

 

8.2.3 Preparation of Thick Film Pt@cPIM on Tin-Doped Indium Oxide (ITO) 

An aqueous platinum precursor solution was prepared by dissolving 10 mM K2PtCl6 in 0.5 M 

HCl (this solution was unstable as indicated by a slow colour change from yellow to orange 

and therefore stored in the dark at 4 oC). A tin-doped indium oxide (ITO) electrode was coated 

with 60 L (1 mg/mL in chloroform) PIM-EA-TB in a drop-cast process giving approximately 

550 nm thick deposits. Next, the ITO with PIM-EA-TB layer was dipped into the platinum 

precursor solution for 5 minutes (to allow sufficient time for ion exchange), then rinsed with 

water, and dried under ambient conditions. The colour changed from clear to yellow. After the 

PtCl6
2- impregnation step, the ITO electrode was subjected to vacuum carbonisation under oil 

pump vacuum (ca. 0.1 mTorr) in a quartz tube to fit the tube furnace at 500 ℃ for 3 h to obtain 

cPIM-Pt with embedded platinum nanoparticles. Elemental analysis (Butterworth Analytical 

Laboratories, London) was performed for two samples: (A) for PIM-EA-TB treated with 

Pt(IV)Cl6
2-: Pt 6.8% C 55.5% H 5.2% N 6.2% and (B) for cPIM-Pt: Pt 10.2% C 72.4% H 2.1% 

N 5.7%. Residual mass is likely to be associated here with inorganic components such as KCl. 

Note that in the ratio of platinum atoms to nitrogen atoms in PIM-EA-TB treated with 
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Pt(IV)Cl6
2- is 0.08 (or 8%), which suggests that only partial loading of the polymer was 

achieved. 

 

8.2.4 Preparation of Thin Film Pt@cPIM on Tin-Doped Indium Oxide (ITO) 

PIM-EA-TB was dissolved in chloroform to prepare solutions with four different 

concentrations (0.25%, 0.5%, 1% and 2% wt.). Spin-coating of these solutions (WS-650Mz-

23NPP (Laurell Technologies) using a rotation rate of 1500 rpm for 1 minute and ITO 

substrates of 15 mm × 15 mm area resulted in different thicknesses of PIM-EA-TB (vide infra). 

Next, the coated electrode was immersed into the platinum precursor solution (as before) for 5 

minutes, then rinsed with water and dried under ambient conditions. Then the ITO electrode 

was transferred to vacuum carbonisation under oil pump vacuum (ca. 0.1 mTorr) in a quartz 

tube at 500 ℃ for 3 h to give cPIM-Pt thin films with platinum nanoparticles embedded. 

 

8.3 Results and Discussion 

8.3.1 Formation and Characterisation of Thick Film Pt@cPIM 

Drop-casting was employed with 60 L of a PIM-EA-TB solution in chloroform (1 mg/mL) 

applied to an ITO electrode. With the measured film density of 1.1 g cm-3 for PIM-EA-TB34, 

this allows an average film thickness to be estimated as 550 nm. With platinum bound into the 

film (see elemental analysis results in the experimental section) a coverage of about 6 g Pt 

cm-2 is anticipated. Under PtCl6
2- absorption conditions employed here only approximately 8% 

of the nitrogen atoms in the polymer are associated with a platinum. The vacuum carbonization 

process when applied to a film of PIM-EA-TB on an ITO substrate is known to produce a 

nitrogen-containing hetero-carbon with significant electrical conductivity, the characteristic 

Raman signature for a graphitic structure, retained cumulative pore volume/morphology and 

the black coloration of carbon25. The N2 adsorption data for PIM-EA-TB suggests a surface 

area of 1027 m2 g-1 before carbonization and 242 m2 g-1 after carbonization25. 

 

Here, PIM-EA-TB only is vacuum carbonized to give cPIM and with absorbed PtCl6
2- into the 

porous structure to give Pt@cPIM. Figure 8.2 shows transmission electron micrographic (TEM) 
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evidence for the presence of cPIM carbon material and for the embedded Pt nanoparticles in 

cPIM-Pt (contrast Fig.8.2A and 8.2B). Higher magnification (Fig.8.2D) allows individual 

particles to be analysed and the average particle size to be estimated as typically 1.0-2.5 nm. 

This value is in good agreement with the micropore size for the PIM-EA-TB polymer starting 

material (from N2 gas adsorption isotherm data31). Electron diffraction data (Fig.8.2E and 8.2F) 

clearly confirm that the carbonization process leads to inclusion of platinum nanoparticles. The 

diffraction rings are consistent with Pt(331), Pt(222), Pt(311), Pt(220), Pt(200), and Pt(111) 

(compare JCPDS 4-0802 structure information35). 

 

Figure 8. 2. Transmission electron micrographs for (A) thick cPIM, (B) thick cPIM-Pt, (C) thick cPIM-Pt, 

and (D) thin film cPIM-Pt with particle size analysis. Also shown is a schematic reaction pathway for 

carbonisation and diffraction pattern for (E) cPIM and (F) cPIM-Pt. 

 

8.3.2 Formation and Characterisation of Thin Film Pt@cPIM 

When employing spin-coating instead of drop-casting, better defined coatings of PIM-EA-TB 

can be produced. By changing the wt% or PIM-EA-TB in chloroform and keeping the spin 

coating conditions constant (see experimental) film thickness can be varied from about 50 to 

250 nm (based on AFM cross-sectional data, see Fig.8.3D). These films are much more 

uniform compared to deposits formed by drop-casting. AFM images of bare ITO and cPIM 
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coated ITO are shown in Figure 8.3A and 8.3B consistent with a uniform coating. Perhaps 

surprisingly, when PtCl6
2- is absorbed into the PIM deposit prior to vacuum-carbonization, the 

morphology is affected and only much thinner deposits seem to remain (see Fig.8.3C). This 

observation is confirmed by SEM imaging. 

 

 

Figure 8. 3. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images for (A) bare ITO, (B) cPIM-coated (1 wt%) ITO, and 

(C) cPIM-Pt (1 wt%) coated ITO. (D) Plot of cross-sectional height data for 0.25 wt%, 0.5 wt%, 1 wt%, and 

2 wt% PIM-EA-TB in chloroform employed for spin coating. 

 

Figure 8.4 shows both cross-sectional and morphological SEM images for different types of 

spin-coated PIM deposits on ITO. The PIM film in Fig.8.4A is formed from 1 wt% PIM in 

chloroform with an approximately 100 nm thin film clearly visible (containing PtCl6
2- as 

“stain”). Films of vacuum-carbonized PIM (without Pt) also form well-defined films (Fig.8. 

4B). However, when exploring cross-sectional images of 1 wt% and 2 wt% PIM films with 

PtCl6
2- immobilised, it is apparent that a part of the carbon deposit is missing (removed by the 

vacuum carbonization process). 
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Figure 4. Cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images for (A) PIM-Pt (spin-coated from 1 

wt%), (B) cPIM showing the carbonized film without platinum, (C) Pt@cPIM (spin-coated from 1 wt%), 

and (D) Pt@cPIM (spin-coated from 2 wt%). Loss of carbon material during carbonization for the platinum 

containing films is evident. Also shown are SEM images for (E) base ITO, (F) cPIM coated ITO, (G) 

Pt@cPIM (spin-coated from 1 wt%), and (H) Pt@cPIM (spin-coated from 2 wt%).  
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Additional morphological images (Fig. 8.4G and 8.4H) clearly show that platinum is present 

(as nano-structured deposit on top of the ITO crystals), but evidence for the amount of 

remaining cPIM substrate material is not clear. Next, XPS experiments were performed. Fig.8.5 

shows survey data for PIM and PIM-Pt with the additional Pt signal clearly observed. After 

vacuum carbonization of a thin film of PIM-EA-TB (from 1 wt% solution), cPIM (Fig.8.5C) 

shows features identical to those reported recently32. The higher oxygen signals in cPIM 

compared to PIM are assigned to ingress and reactivity of oxygen after vacuum carbonization 

when the sample is exposed to the open atmosphere. Nitrogen is present after carbonization, 

but the level appears lower relative to that for carbon. For the Pt@cPIM film (Fig.8.5D) 

significant changes occur and signals from ITO are clearly evident (compared to Fig.8.5E). 

Carbon levels are higher compared to the bare ITO sample but lower when compared to the 

cPIM sample (Fig.8.5C). Characteristic Pt4f peaks are observed (see insets) with a splitting 

into 7/2 and 5/2 states. Binding energies for Pt4f in Fig.8.5B are consistent with the PtCl6
2- 

precurso36r and in Fig.8.5D with metallic platinum nanoparticles (see Table 1)37. 
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Figure 8. 5. XPS survey spectra for (A) PIM-EA-TB, (B) PIM-EA-TB with Pt precursor absorbed, (C) 

carbonised PIM, (D) carbonised PIM-EA-TB with Pt precursor, and (E) a bare ITO electrode substrate. Insets 

show Pt4f data for PIM-Pt and Pt@cPIM. 
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Table 1. Summary of XPS data for PIM-Pt and Pt@cPIM. 

 PIM-Pt  Pt@cPIM  

Element Peak / eV At% Peak / eV At% 

C1s 285.00 a 13.42 285.00 a 80.94 

O1s 531.42 51.34 532.62 7.77 

Pt4f7/2 72.11 4.35 71.38 0.79 

 

a the C1s binding energy was used as reference point with 285.00 eV. 

 

It can be concluded that the vacuum carbonisation of thin film PIM is somewhat affected by 

the presence of PtCl6
2- (in part possibly due to the formation of volatile carbon halides) but that 

consistently platinum metal in the form of nanoparticles is formed. Even for the thin film 

Pt@cPIM deposits, there is remaining carbon to act as substrate and conductive support for the 

catalyst. The electrocatalytic reactivity of these materials is investigated next. 

 

8.3.3 Electrocatalytic Oxygen Reduction 

Platinum catalysts are employed widely in fuel cells and particularly in the oxygen reduction 

reaction38, which provides an enormous challenge for sustainable production. The reduction of 

oxygen is reported to be associated mainly with (i) reduction of O2 to a peroxide intermediate 

and (ii) further reduction to water (equation 8.1)39. 

 

  O2(aq)   +   2   H+(aq)   +  2  e-(m)      →      H2O2(ads)                                               (8.1a) 

  H2O2(ads)         ↔        H2O2(aq)                                                                                  (8.1b) 

  H2O2(ads)   +   2   H+(aq)   +  2  e-(m)      →     2 H2O(aq)                                           (8.1c) 
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Recent work on PIM-EA-TB stabilised platinum catalysts in oxygen reduction processes has 

been reported where the platinum nanoparticles and the carbon substrate were “protected” 

against accelerated corrosion21. Here, platinum nanoparticles are embedded into a hetero-

carbon host with sufficient porosity to allow reagent access to the catalyst and with sufficient 

electrical conductivity to allow effective potential control. Fig.8.6A shows cyclic voltammetry 

data for “thick film” Pt@cPIM catalyst for the reduction of oxygen saturated 0.1 M phosphate 

buffer pH 7 (trace iii). The reduction peak is detected at about 0.0 V vs. SCE. When comparing 

with the reduction of 2 mM H2O2 in argon-degassed solution a similar reduction response is 

observed (trace ii) in addition to the voltammetric signal for the corresponding H2O2 oxidation. 

It seems likely that the reduction of oxygen under these conditions occurs predominantly with 

H2O as product (4-electron, see equation 8.1). Fig.8.6B shows data for the corresponding 

processes at a 2 mm diameter Pt disk electrode confirming the assigned mechanism. 

 

 

Figure 8.6. (A) Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate 50 mVs-1; 1 cm2 thick Pt@cPIM) for (i) argon-degassed 

solution, (ii) 2 mM H2O2, and (iii) oxygen-saturated in 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7 for thick film Pt@cPIM. 

(B) As above for a 2 mm diameter Pt disc electrode. (C) Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate 100 mVs-1; 2.2 

cm2 thin Pt@cPIM) for argon-degassed 0.1 M HClO4 for (i) 0.9, (ii) 1.3, (iii) 2.3, and (iv) 5.4 g Pt and (D) 

pure Pt deposits for (i) 9.7, (ii) 39, and (iii) 97 g Pt. (E) Normalised cyclic voltammograms for the reduction 

of oxygen in 0.1 M  perchloric acid for thin Pt@cPIM (i) 0.9, (ii) 1.3, (iii) 2.3, and (iv) 5.4 g Pt and (v) for 

pure Pt deposit 9.7g Pt. (F) Plot of electrochemically active surface area (ESA, estimated from HUPD 

region assuming 210 C cm-2) versus platinum amount deposited. 
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Figure 8.6C shows cyclic voltammetry data obtained with “thin film” Pt@cPIM with 

increasing film thickness and platinum coverage values of (i) 0.9, (ii) 1.3, (iii) 2.3, and (iv) 5.4 

g cm-2 Pt. The surface area of platinum increases systematically with Pt@cPIM film thickness 

as seen from the hydrogen-UPD region (see Fig.8.6C) and the oxide region. Similar 

experiments without PIM were performed by directly depositing H2PtCl6 platinum precursor 

onto ITO and thermal conversion without polymer (Fig.8.6D). For this set of samples surface 

area of platinum can be seen to remain well below that observed for Pt@cPIM. Accordingly, 

the surface area and therefore the catalytic activity/utilisation of Pt@cPIM are much improved 

due to the templating effect of the polymer. Fig.8.6E shows data for the reduction of oxygen 

under gentle hydrodynamic agitation (bubbling oxygen). The catalytic effect of approximately 

2.3 g (or ca. 1 g cm-2) Pt in Pt@cPIM approaches that of bare platinum. 

 

The electrochemically active surface area (ESA) for platinum nanoparticles was estimated by 

cyclic voltammetry in 0.1 M HClO4 solution (saturated with argon). Figure 6C shows 

characteristic peaks for hydrogen adsorption (Hads) at -0.09 V and -0.17 V vs SCE. The ESA 

value can be calculated by measurement of charge under the hydrogen electro-adsorption curve 

(QH) using equation 8.240. 

 

𝐸𝑆𝐴 =
𝑄𝐻

𝑄𝑟𝑒𝑓
=

𝑄𝐻

210 𝜇𝐶 𝑐𝑚−2                                                                                         (8.2) 

 

Data are summarised in Fig.8.6F. The ESA value for platinum nanoparticles supported on 

carbonized PIM is substantially higher compared to that for platinum produced without PIM. 

Data for ESA and for catalytic activity are also summarised in Table 8.2. Note that the ESA 

relative to the geometric surface area of the electrode reaches unity at about 1-2 g cm-2. That 

is a 1-2 g cm-2 deposit offers a platinum surface similar to a bare platinum electrode.   
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Table 2. Summary of film deposits in terms of specific electrochemical surface area (ESA), ESA relative to 

geometric surface area, and methanol oxidation peak currents (see below). 

Amount of Pt / 

g (on a 15 mm 

× 15 mm ITO) 

0.9 1.3 2.3 5.4 9.8 39 97.5 

ESA / m2 g-1 10.6 38.0 78.4 84.5 7.5 4.1 1.6 

ESA a / m2 m-2 0.04 0.23 0.83 2.07 0.32 0.71 0.67 

Ipeak 
b / uA 85 249 1675 3827 665 1353 1352 

ipeak 
b /A m-2 0.38 1.11 7.44 17.0 2.96 6.01 6.01 

Specific 

catalytic 

current / A g-1 

93 191 728 708 68 35 14 

 

a area of platinum per geometric surface area of the electrode 

b anodic peak current for 1 M methanol in 0.1 M HClO4 during forward scan with 50 mV s-1 

scan rate (see Fig.8.7). 

 

8.3.4 Electrocatalytic Methanol Oxidation 

Next, the reactivity of Pt@cPIM towards methanol oxidation is investigated. Small 

molecules41,42 and in particular methanol oxidation to CO2 (equation 8.3) has been extensively 

studied as a fuel cell process43,44. Platinum is commonly employed as catalyst in methanol fuel 

cell devices45. 

 

CH3OH(aq)      →       CH2O(aq)    +    2  H+(aq)    +    2  e-(m)                                (8.3a) 

CH2O(aq)      →       HCOOH(aq)    +   2  H+(aq)    +    2  e-(m)                                (8.3b) 

HCOOH(aq)      →       CO2(aq)    +    2  H+(aq)    +    2  e-(m)                                  (8.3c) 

 

Figure 8.7A shows cyclic voltammetry data for the oxidation of 1 M methanol in aqueous 0.1 

M HClO4 at “thin film” Pt@cPIM catalyst with (i) 0.9, (ii) 1.3, (iv) 2.3, and (v) 5.4 g Pt. Trace 

(iii) shows data for a 39 g Pt deposit without PIM support. Figure 7B shows data for only 
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platinum deposited from precursor onto ITO. The inset shows a plot correlating the peak 

current for methanol oxidation with the amount of Pt in Pt@cPIM. At substantially lower 

loading with Pt the Pt@cPIM catalyst performs substantially better. Figure 8.7E compares 

catalytic current per gram of platinum to give a measure of specific catalytic efficiency. A 

loading of 2.3 or 5.4 g platinum appears to give the most effective methanol oxidation 

catalysts.  

 

 

Figure 8.7. Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate 50 mVs-1) for the oxidation of 1 M methanol in 0.1 M 

perchloric acid (A) at thin film Pt@cPIM with (i) 0.9, (ii) 1.3, (iv) 2.3, and (v) 5.4 g Pt and (iii) 39 g pure 

Pt and (B) at pure Pt deposits for (i) 9.7, (ii) 39, and (iii) 97 g Pt. Inset shows catalytic methanol oxidation 

current versus amount of Pt for thin film Pt@cPIM. (C) Accelerated degradation testing (multi-cycle 

voltammograms with scan rate 50 mVs-1) performed in 0.1 M perchloric acid for Pt@cPIM and (D) for pure 

Pt deposit. The inset shows the loss of active platinum surface area. (E) Plot of the specific mass activity 

versus amount of Pt for different types of electrodes on ITO.  

 

Additional experiments were performed to investigate the accelerated degradation of platinum 

catalyst under conditions of continuous potential cycling in aqueous 0.1 M HClO4 (Fig.8.7C 

and 8.7D). Over 500 consecutive potential cycles the Pt@cPIM catalyst performs substantially 

better (ca. 30 % loss of Pt activity) compared to the directly deposited Pt (ca. 70 % loss of Pt 

activity).  
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8.3.5 Electrocatalytic Glucose Oxidation 

Glucose oxidation occurs on platinum electrode surfaces (mainly on catalytically active 100 

surfaces) at relatively negative potentials within the hydrogen UPD region. The reaction 

mechanism is complex, but the main process has been suggested to be associated with a 2-

electron transformation from glucose to gluconic acid or gluconolactone46 (equation 8.4). 

 

(8.4) 

  

Figure 8.8A shows cyclic voltammetry data for the oxidation of 10 mM glucose in 0.1 M 

phosphate buffer pH 7 as a function of scan rate. A first oxidation peak is observed at -0.4 V 

vs. SCE consistent with literature reports47. This oxidation peak seems to originate from the 

(111)×(100) UPD region which in turn implies that hydrogen adsorption onto the platinum 

surface is an intermediate reaction step in the process described by equation 3. In Figure 8B 

data obtained at a bare 2 mm diameter Pt disk electrode is shown and very similar features are 

observed. Figure 8.8C and 8.8D report the effect of changing the glucose concentration over a 

range from 2 to 14 mM in 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7. Well-defined peak currents are 

detected that correlate with glucose concentration up to approximately 10 mM. Beyond this 

point the current becomes independent of the glucose concentration due to a lack of reactive 

surface sites. Both cPIM-Pt and bare platinum exhibit very similar trends when currents are 

normalised according to surface area (ESA). The difference in relative magnitude of the 

catalytic currents (ca. 1:100) at bare platinum and cPIM-Pt can be explained based on the 

electrochemically active surface area (ESA), which is ca. 4.3 cm2 for thick film cPIM-Pt 

compared to 0.04 cm2 for a 2 mm diameter platinum disk.  
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Figure 8. 8. Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate (i) 5, (ii) 10, (iii) 20, (iv) 50 mVs-1) for the oxidation of 10 

mM glucose in 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7 (A) at a thick film Pt@cPIM electrode and (B) at a bare 2 mm 

diameter Pt disk electrode. Next, cyclic voltammograms for the oxidation of (i) 0, (ii) 2, (iii) 4, (iv) 6, (v) 8, 

(vi) 10, (vii) 12, (viii) 14 mM glucose in 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7 at (C) thick film Pt@cPIM and (D) a 

bare 2 mm diameter Pt disk electrode. (E) Plot of the normalised peak current density for glucose oxidation 

(based on ESA) versus glucose concentration.  

 

The oxidation of glucose on platinum is known to be very sensitive to poisons such as 

chloride48,49 and even phosphate. The effect of adding chloride is demonstrated in Figure 8.9A 

and 8.9B for Pt@cPIM and for bare Pt, respectively. Both types of catalyst show substantial 

loss of activity in the presence of chloride. This needs to be taken into consideration in 

particular when using SCE reference electrodes, which tend to “leak” some chloride with time, 

in addition, phosphate buffer concentration effects the catalyst performance. Figure 8.9C and 

8.9D show data for the oxidation of glucose in (i) 1.0, (ii) 0.1, and (iii) 0.01 M phosphate buffer 

pH 7. Both types of electrodes show similar trends with much improved catalysis at lower 

phosphate buffer concentration. 
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Figure 8.9. Cyclic voltammograms (scan rate 50 mVs-1) for the oxidation of glucose in 0.1 M phosphate 

buffer pH 7 in the presence of (i) 0, (ii) 10, (iii) 20, (iv) 30 mM chloride (NaCl) at (A) thick film cPIM-Pt 

and (B) bare 2 mm diameter platinum. Next, cyclic voltammograms (scan rate 50 mVs-1) for the oxidation 

of 10 mM glucose in aqueous (i) 1.0 M, (ii) 0.1 M, (iii) 0.01 M phosphate buffer pH 7 at (C) thick film cPIM-

Pt and (D) bare 2 mm diameter platinum disk. (E) Plot of the catalytic glucose oxidation current peak density 

(based on ESA) versus chloride concentration.  

 

Based on these data, it can be suggested that the microporous cPIM catalyst support for both 

thick film and thin film cases offers (i) sufficient electrical conductivity to allow catalysis at 

platinum nanoparticles, (ii) negligible surface blocking effects for embedded nanoparticles, and 

(iii) sufficient porosity to allow oxygen, methanol, glucose and similar small molecules access 

to the embedded catalyst nanoparticles.  

 

8.4 Conclusion 

It has been demonstrated that PIM-EA-TB can be employed to immobilise a PtCl6
2- precursor 

for platinum by simple absorption from aqueous solution. Gentle vacuum carbonization then 

allows platinum nanoparticle catalyst of 1.0-2.5 nm diameter to be formed. The substrate is 

converted to a microporous hetero-carbon with the ability to conduct electrons and without the 

problem of blockage of catalytic sites on platinum. Three types of relevant redox processes 

were investigated: (i) the reduction of oxygen, (ii) the oxidation of methanol and (iii) the 

oxidation of glucose. For each case, good performance of the Pt@cPIM nano-catalyst is 

observed. A coverage of typically 1 g cm-2 of Pt provided by Pt@cPIM appears to be as 

catalytically reactivity as bare platinum. This estimate can be compared to the geometric area 
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calculated for an amount of platinum of ~ 1 g cm-2 in the form of platinum nanoparticles of 

2.5 nm diameter. This would indeed result in approximately 1 cm2 geometric surface area. 

Therefore cPIM-Pt appears to provide maximum utilisation with all particles accessible and 

active. At this stage, many experimental parameters remain unexplored and further study of 

platinum loading, carbonization conditions, and different types of PIMs will be necessary. 

 

We anticipate that the vacuum carbonization of PIMs with a range of different catalyst 

precursors will provide a general methodology for the production of high performance catalysts 

for various applications in electrochemistry. Instead of directly coating electrodes with films 

of PIM precursors, it will be beneficial to prepare bulk catalyst materials, which are then 

employed as an ink to apply to suitable electrode surfaces. The rigidity in the molecular 

backbone of PIMs ensures minimal loss of catalyst surface activity whilst high temperature 

carbonization allows the metal catalyst to form and restructures the matrix to an electrically 

conducting but still microporous substrate. Further work is planned to explore other types of 

reactions and applications. 
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Chapter 9: Summary, Conclusion, and Future Work 

Polymers of intrinsic microporosity (PIMs) were first synthesised about ten years ago and, as 

a new calls of microporous material, they have received much attention because of their 

outstanding properties and wide potential for applications in gas separation, gas storage, 

sensing, energy storage etc. Microporous materials may introduce interesting and novel effects 

and functionality also in electrochemical technology. Therefore, one aim of this thesis was to 

explore the properties of PIMs in view of electrochemical energy technology and sensing. In 

exploratory work a completely new class of materials (PIMs) is brought into electrochemical 

technology (fuel cells, sensing, electrosynthesis, solar cells, etc.). Most experimental work was 

performed with PIM-EA-TB, which is one of the most interesting PIMs with a highly rigid and 

contorted molecular structure to generate permanent microporosity and with a high surface area 

of around 1000 m2 g-1. Here, the fundamental electrochemical properties and the potential 

application of PIM-EA-TB are investigated chapter-by-chapter. 

 

In Chapter 3, PIM-EA-TB is demonstrated to act as an effective protection layer for nano-

particulate catalysts. The intrinsic micropores are beneficial for the selection of species with 

different sizes. It can block the access to the catalyst for interfering species with big molecular 

sizes and thereby suppress poisoning from proteins. When protonated, PIM-EA-TB exhibits 

some degree of anion selectivity. This can be exploited to reduce the access of chloride to the 

catalyst surface in competition with other species, so the catalysts (here gold nanoparticles) are 

able to work effectively in higher chloride concentration. In future, efforts will be made to 

improve the micropore structure of PIMs to give better selectivity and performance. 

 

In Chapter 4, PIM-EA-TB was successfully used to immobilise a water-insoluble molecular 

catalyst. Tetraphenylporphyrinato iron(III) (FeTPP) was hosted in the PIM-EA-TB film. 

Oxygen reduction and hydrogen peroxide oxidation/reduction were demonstrated with FeTPP 

as catalyst embedded in a PIM-EA-TB film. The density of the catalysts and the pH had a 

significant effect on the catalytic performance. A novel organogel film was made by adding 4-

(3-phenyl-propyl)-pyridine (PPP) to record the electrolysis of FeTPP under liquid|liquid ion 

transfer voltammetry conditions. This example offers the possibility for the molecular catalysts 

to be hosted by PIMs in a separate phase for further investigation and applications in sensing. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tetraphenylporphyrin
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In Chapter 5, PIM-EA-TB was employed to immobilise redox active ferrocene to allow stable 

redox cycling without loss of reagent into the solution phase. Different types of anions were 

compared with perchlorate and BF4
- enhancing processes due to the lower dehydration energy. 

The effect of anions was also investigated in the protonation and proton transport processes in 

the PIM-EA-TB films, especially for perchlorate. The ionic diode effect was observed for thick 

PIM-EA-TB membranes in membrane voltammetry experiments. Further applications will be 

possible in electroanalysis (e.g. selectivity to different molecular species) and in energy 

harvesting. 

 

In Chapter 6, extremely thin PIM-EA-TB membranes were produced by floating and transfer, 

to investigate the ionic diode effect in membrane covered microholes. The change of pH of the 

electrolyte led to the switch in ionic diode polarity. The mechanism behind this novel 

phenomenon was suggested to be associated with the ion mobility difference in the PIM-EA-

TB film and protonation causing a switch from mixed ion conduction to anion conduction.  An 

additional current was observed in the “open” side of the diode by changing the relative 

solution pressure, which was explained by a mechanical valve effect of the PIM membrane. 

Further work is needed to identify the ion transport process in PIM films and to develop a better 

insight into the ionic diode effect. 

 

In Chapter 7, a novel heterocarbon was produced based on the vacuum carbonization of PIM-

EA-TB. The rigid backbone structure and the intrinsic microporosity in the precursor material 

remained after carbonization. The resulting new carbonized PIM (or cPIM) exhibited high 

capacitance and interestingly, the capacitance was observed to change at different pH values. 

This could be attributed to the protonation of nitrogen sites. Carbonized PIM-EA-TB was 

demonstrated to be inert towards electron transfer to oxygen and hydrogen peroxide, which 

was not common for carbon materials and probably caused of the lack of reactive electron 

transfer sites in cPIM. Further work will be required to determine the effect of different 

parameters such as carbonization temperature and molecular precursor structure on the 

properties of resulting microporous carbon.   
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In Chapter 8, a general methodology for production of metal nanoparticles was developed 

based on a PIM-EA-TB precursor that is carbonized with metal (PtCl6
2-) adsorbed. Uniform 

1.0-2.5 nm platinum nanoparticles were formed automatically in the matrix of carbonized PIM. 

The amount of platinum could be controlled by changing the thickness of PIM films. The 

microporous structure of PIM ensures the maximum utilization of platinum nanoparticles. The 

rigid molecular structure of PIM-EA-TB seemed to suppress catalyst surface blocking and 

therefore a very high level of utilisation was achieved. An amount of 1 g of platinum 

nanoparticles embedded in cPIM (or Pt@cPIM) was determined to possess around 1 cm2 

electrochemically active surface area. Three redox processes studied included oxygen 

reduction, methanol oxidation, and glucose oxidation. Compared with bulk platinum, a much 

better utilisation of catalyst was observed for platinum nanoparticles in Pt@cPIM, which is 

linked to the high surface area of the nanoparticles. This “one-step” methodology offers the 

possibility to produce different kinds of highly reactive metal nanoparticles and alloys in order 

to improve the performance and stability of catalysts. 

 

In summary, PIM-EA-TB was introduced into the field of electrochemistry and investigated 

for new applications for catalytic electrodes and in ion transporting membranes. Further 

research will be needed to fully understand the underlying mechanisms and to improve the 

performance of PIM-EA-TB. Compared with other amorphous nanoporous structures, PIMs 

are chemically well-defined materials and easily processible, which can be a major benefit. The 

rigidity of the molecular structure and the intrinsic microporosity play the key role to the 

exceptional properties of PIMs. Further efforts will be necessary to first understand the 

relationship between the properties and molecular structure and then optimise the synthesis of 

PIMs to provide pore shape control and pore size distribution as well as pore charge control. 

In future, PIMs are likely to offer new microporous materials solutions in particular in 

electrochemical sensing and energy conversion and storage. 

 


